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MACHINE 

Thanh Thieu 
Dr. Dmitry Korkin, Dissertation Supervisor 

ABSTRACT 

 

For years, scientists have challenged the machine intelligence problem, which aims at 

building algorithms that can learn patterns from evidence and use the knowledge to solve 

unseen problems. Learning classes of objects followed by the classification of objects 

into their classes is a common task in machine intelligence. For this task, two objects 

representation schemes are often used: a vector-based representation, and a graph–based 

representation. While the vector representation has sound mathematical background and 

optimization tools, it lacks the ability to encode relations between the patterns and their 

parts, thus lacking the complexity of human perception. On the other hand, the graph-

based representation naturally captures the intrinsic structural properties, but available 

algorithms usually have exponential complexity. In this work, we build an inductive 

learning algorithm that relies on graph-based representation of objects and their classes, 

and test the framework on a competitive dataset of human actions in static images. The 

method incorporates three primary measures of class representation: likelihood 

probability, family resemblance typicality, and minimum description length. Empirical 

benchmarking shows that the method is robust to the noisy input, scales well to real-

world datasets, and achieves comparable performance to current learning techniques. 

Moreover, our method has the advantage of intuitive representation regarding both 

patterns and class representation. While applied to a specific problem of human pose 
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recognition, our framework, named graphical Evolving Transformation System (gETS), 

can have a wide range of applications and can be used in other machine learning tasks. 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 
 

 

 

1.1. Motivation  

Recently, solving structured data problems receives lots of interest in the machine 

learning community. Problems with structured input-output includes: parsing 

dependency structures of sentences [1], protein structure prediction [2], image 

segmentation [3], etc. The primary hurdle in processing structures comes from the 

combinatorial sets of correlation between features. Structured output prediction methods 

based on vector representation [4] often employ advanced techniques from both 

probabilistic graphical models and large margin machines. However, due to the rigid 

nature of vectors, those methods do not fully deal with the rich set of relations between 

features. An example of probabilistic graphical model is Markov random field [5] that 

fixes the number of random variables. Moreover, learning edges of the probabilistic 

networks is in general a hard problem. In the large margin realm, struct-SVM [6] is an 

exemplar that converts structured input into vectors by an aggregation function, and later 

maps output vectors to structures by solving an optimization problem. Apart from 

conventional algorithms that treat a predictive distribution as a mixture model, topic 
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models [7-11] successfully learn multiple generative themes of input text documents. 

Such topic models are useful in organization, classification, and knowledge 

discovery of textual sources as well as other form of data analogous to documents 

[12-15]. However, a framework that can learn the latent theme of a collection of 

generic structures is not yet to be developed. Expanding topic models by introducing 

word dependency into documents [16, 17] is one direction. However, such approach 

only serves one-dimensional structures like sequences of symbols. 

We want an algorithm that can learn the theme of multi-dimensional structures. 

The induced theme can then be used for knowledge discovery, prediction of new test 

instances, or synthesize novel data. 

1.2. Objective  

In this work, we would like to take a pioneer step to develop an inductive machine 

learning algorithm that accepts a set of multi-dimensional structures as input. The job 

of the algorithm is to infer a set of context-augmented substructures as the latent 

generative class. In the search for an appropriate solution, we considered several 

domains: 

First, we attempt to relate our problem to data mining since extraction of the set of 

frequent sub-graphs (patterns) is a form of knowledge discovery [18]. However, this 

problem deviates from common techniques in data mining because of several 

reasons: (i) there is no universal support threshold; rather, each frequent sub-graph 

should have its own support; (ii) the supports are not fixed; they are learning 

parameters; and (iii) the goal of this problem is to find a model (a set of frequent 
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sub-graphs) that best explains the training data, which is a learning task. 

Second, we relate our problem to graph summarization [19]. Some differences that 

deviate our problem from common techniques in graph summarization are: (i) graph 

summarization deals with individual graphs, while our problem involves 

simultaneous summarization and alignment of multiple graphs; (ii) graph 

summarization uses node attributes provided by a user to cluster nodes [20], while 

our solution should automatically clusters nodes using both node attribute and sub-

structure topology; (iii) graph summarization generates frequent sub-structures 

(features) by an offline algorithm before performing feature indexing and matching-

up [21], while doing so is detrimental to our problem because of the exponential 

number of substructures. 

Third, we relate our problem to the structure learning task of probabilistic 

graphical models. Representation with a Markov network [22] comes with some 

challenges: (i) the number of random variables is unknown because an input graph 

cannot be converted to a fixed-length vector; (ii) partitioning of an input graph into 

subgraphs may not produce cliques; and (iii) frequent sub-graphs may have different 

topology and thus cannot be represented by template-based models [23]. 

Representation with a lifted graphical model [24] is more promising, since a frequent 

sub-graph could be captured by a par-RV (parameterized random variable), and sub-

graphs partitioning could be captured by par-factors (parameterized factors) [25]. 

However, variability of the topology of frequent sub-graphs makes it challenging to 

define either the par-RVs or par-factors. 
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Fourth, we attempt to translate our problem to a vector-based representation. 

Aggregating feature vectors for a vector-based machine (e.g. struct-SVM [6]) by 

computing local and global properties of input graphs (e.g. degree distributions, diameter, 

centrality, etc) is straightforward, but defining operations on a feature vector that 

correspond to partitioning it into subgraphs is an open issue. 

Finally, our problem seems similar to learning structure of a graph grammar [26, 27]. 

However, graph grammars originates from formal language theory of strings and are 

heavily oriented to fit in the Chomsky hierarchy. A limitation of context-free graph 

grammars is the production rules contain only one symbol in the left-hand-side, while we 

want the context substructure to be generic. Context-sensitive grammars are more 

powerful, but the complication of graph embedding (rewriting) operation does not fit 

specifically to our purpose. 

By developing an algorithm that learns the structured latent theme, we hope to make 

several contributions: (i) introduce a novel problem of learning the latent theme of 

structured input, (ii) develop an inductive algorithm that finds the optimal model using 

structure learning methods of probabilistic networks, (iii) develop an effective prediction 

algorithm that classifies test input in a limited amount of time, and (iv) show case 

knowledge discovery using the learnt model. 

1.3. Dissertation Structure 

This dissertation is structured as followed: Chapter 1 introduces the current state of 

machine learning methods and the rationale for developing our approach; Chapter 2 

recaps the history of machine learning with the structured input-output; Chapter 3 
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provides an overview of Evolving Transformation System (ETS), the primary structural 

representation formalism this work is based on; Chapter 4 elaborates the development of 

our inductive machine on a graph-based version of ETS; Chapter 5 showcases our 

algorithm on a competitive task of classifying human actions in static images; and finally 

the Conclusion section summarizes the work and gives some future direction. In addition 

to the main chapters, Appendix A and B contains details on response of objective 

functions, and benchmarking performance on the PASCAL VOC 2011’s action 

classification task. At the end, Bibliography section holds references to relevant 

publications. 
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CHAPTER 2   

MACHINE LEARNING WITH STRUCTURED 
INPUT-OUTPUT  

 

 

 

This chapter provides an overview of the current methods dealing with learning 

structured evidence and gives structured prediction. This chapter is by no mean attempts 

to be comprehensive. Interested readers are referred to [4, 24, 28-30] and similar books 

and survey publications for a complete coverage. 

2.1. Structured Prediction 

Structured prediction concerns with predicting structured output [4] instead of single-

valued or categorical output. The primary foundation of using vector-based 

representation on structures is via kernel construction [31-35]. The fundamental idea is 

transforming non-linear high-dimensional into a linear space by means of vector dot 

product. A kernel measures the similarity between two examples given a mapping of each 

example into a feature space. Positive definite kernels (with positive eigen values of the 

covariance matrix) are proven to factor into dot products. A Hilbert space corresponding 

to dot products of feature vectors is called a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS). 

New kernels can be constructed from existing kernels by five operation: linear 
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combination, product, tensor product, limit, higher-order function. Some popular kernels 

are: polynomial kernels, Gaussian kernels, and spline kernels. Representer theorem [36, 

37] helps to express functions as a linear combination of kernel products. Some 

operations in RKHS include translation, centering, distance measure, subspace 

projection, and the well-known kernel principal component analysis (kPCA) [38] help 

map a non-dot-product algorithms into the RKHS. Some popular kernels for structured 

data are: set kernels, kernels for weighted automata, n-gram kernels, convolution kernels 

[39], tree kernels [40], graph kernels [41, 42], density kernels [43]. Using the kernel trick, 

one can map structured data into a dot product space and use existing technique to learn 

models. However, the prediction task requires mapping output to the original structural 

form independently of the learning problem. The latter mapping is called the pre-image 

or decoding problem [44]. 

Another scheme to deal with structured data is probabilistic graphical models (PGM) 

[23]. The advantage of PGM is its graph structure allows us to model qualitative 

dependency between random variables (RVs). A central concept in PGM is the 

conditional independency between RVs. A popular PGM for structured data is Markov 

networks [5] with factorization theorem [45, 46]. Likewise, Bayesian networks are 

directed acyclic PGMs with nice factorization property and probabilistic distribution 

tables (or functions) at vertices that allow easier learning [47]. In general, exact inference 

in PGMs is computationally expensive [48], but approximate inference often shows good 

convergence [22, 49]. Using PGMs, one can model the conditional probability of 

structured output, or define a joint feature map to combine input-output. 
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2.2. Statistical Relational Learning 

This branch of machine learning not only care about statistical distribution of RVs, but 

also the structural relation between them [24]. The primary tool of SRL is PGM 

combined with first-order logic to describe relations. Multi-relational data could be 

thought of as several tables, some of them contains attributes, while others contains 

relationship between entities. There are two main trends in SRL: one use a logical 

language to define a probabilistic graphical model (lifted PGMs), and another imposes 

probability distribution on logical inference [24]. A common point for lifted PGMs are 

they can be represented by parameterized factor graphs [25], a generalization of factor 

graph [50]. For undirected PGMs, versions  of lifted Markov networks were 

differentiated by which language was used to encode relation. Relational Markov 

networks (RMNs) [51] defines Markov networks through SQL. Markov logic networks 

(MLNs) [52] uses first-order logic to define par-factors. Probabilistic soft logic (PSL) 

uses logical atoms to represent par-RVs, and ground atoms to represents RVs. Imperative 

defined factor graphs [53] uses object-oriented programming to define par-RVs and par-

factors as classes and RVs as instantiations. In the directed PGMs counterpart, lifted 

Bayesian networks are also differentiated by the choice of relational language. Bayesian 

logic programs (BLPs) [54], par-RVs are represented by logical atoms, and parent-child 

relation is defined by a definite clause. Probabilistic relational models (PRMs) [55] uses 

object-oriented programming in a relational database style to define both entities and 

relations by classes with reference slots. Bayesian LOGic (BLOG) [56] uses a typed 

relational language to define par-RVs as logical atoms, RVs as ground atoms, and par-
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factors as dependency statements. The pros and cons of directed versus undirected lifted 

PGMs are similar to those of regular PGMs [23]. 

Inference in lifted PGMs aims at avoiding repeated computation [57, 58] and  

comprises of two strategies: top-down, and bottom-up [59]. Two popular methods for 

inference are first-order variable elimination [25, 60, 61], and lifted belief propagation 

[62, 63]. While lifted models exhibit symmetry that reduces inference burden, evidence 

in instantiated models may break up the symmetry and thus complicates inference. 

Knowledge based model construction [64] minimizes instantiation only enough to answer 

the query. MCMC [65] on regular PGMs [23] is also used in lifted PGMs for 

approximate inference [53, 66-68]. 

Parameter learning of lifted PGMs reuses methods of regular PGMs [23], both in 

generative manners [69-71] and discriminative manners [70, 72, 73]. Parameter learning 

in lifted PGMs is often difficult and techniques that find overlapping sub-networks by 

decomposition are employed [74]. Structure learning for lifted PGMs is also formulated 

as a heuristic search [75] similar to regular PGMs. Some popular methods for directed 

networks are [69, 76], and undirected networks are [77-80]. 

2.3. Graph-based Pattern Recognition 

Employing graph representation in pattern recognition has been studied over 40 years 

[28, 30, 81]. The fundamental dilemma presented to the machine learning community 

when making the choice whether to use graph or vector for encoding patterns is 

summarized in Table 1. As we can see, the strength of one approach is the weakness of 

the other. 
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Table 1: The representational dilemma. 

Graph Representation Vector Representation 

+ Pros:  

• Rich representational power. 

• Ability to encode structures. 

+ Cons:  

• High computational complexity. 

• Few optimization algorithms. 

+ Cons: 

• Simple, flat representation. 

• No structure. 

+ Pros: 

• Simple, fast computation. 

• Lots of strong and sound optimization 

algorithms. 

 

The first and foremost direction with graph-based pattern recognition is by exact and 

inexact graph matching. Three popular types of graph/subgraph exact matching are: 

isomorphism (bijective monomorphism), monomorphism (edge-induced), and 

homomorphism (edge-preserving). Exact matching algorithms are usually based on tree-

search technique [82-84]. Inexact matching can be formulated as sub-optimal tree search 

[85, 86], continuous optimization [87, 88], spectral property (stable eigenvalues) [89, 90], 

or graph edit distance (GED) [74, 91] . 

The next trend is graph embedding, i.e. mapping of the whole graph to a point in a 

vector space. In that way, graph similarity is formulated as distance between points. 

Some popular embedding techniques are: isometric embedding, spectral embedding, 

subpattern embedding, and prototype-base embedding. Isometric embedding attempts to 

fit a mapping function based on an existing similarity measure: self-organizing map [92], 

using neural networks [93], constant shift embedding [94]. Spectral embedding exploit 
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the property of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the adjacency matrix that are invariant to 

vertex permutation [95, 96]. Subpattern embedding aims at detection of common 

substructures in the set of graphs [97, 98]. Finally, prototype-based embedding uses a set 

of prototype graphs as basis and measure the distances from an embedding graph to the 

prototype graphs [99, 100]. 

An important improvement for graph-based pattern recognition is graph kernels, i.e. 

similarity measure of two graphs that conform to properties of a dot product. Using 

kernels, problems with graph input can reuse all kernel methods in statistical machine 

learning. Some popular graph kernels are: marginalized kernels [42], kernels based on 

shortest paths [41], kernels based on graph edit distance [101], diffusion / convolution / 

random walk kernels [102], Laplacian / treelet kernels [103], graphlet kernels [104], 

Jesen-Shannon divergence kernels [105]. 

In unsupervised learning, clustering of graphs represent each object as a graph and 

group them based on some distance function. Some methods are: learning vector 

quantization [106], using function-described graphs [107], k-means clustering [108]. On 

the other hand, graph summarization concerns with grouping nodes and/or edges based 

on some criteria. Some methods for summarization are: cocoons [109], based on gaph-

coloring [110], based on continuous optimization [111], using a k-nearest neighbor graph 

[105], using minimum spanning tree [112], using Erdos-Renyi model [113], using 

normalized cut [114], hypergraph clustering [115]. Maulik's pattern mining method [116] 

used evolutionary programming to compress graphs by repeatedly replacing common 

substructures by pointers. 
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In supervised learning, objects are represented as graphs, and class labels are also 

associated with objects. Self-organizing map couple with expectation maximization has 

been used to pull intra-class graphs closer while inter-class graphs apart [117]. Adaptive 

learning helped adjust the cost of graph edit distance to response to human expert 

feedback [118]. A centroid graph was also used to represent its class by GED [119]. 

Besides, other techniques such as embedding [120] and prototype [121] have been 

developed. On the other hand, semi-supervised graph summarization used various 

techniques to classify examples as vertices of a giant domain graph [46, 78, 122, 123]. 

2.4. Syntactic Pattern Recognition 

In contrast to graph-based pattern recognition that learns a prototype graph having 

major properties of training data, syntactic pattern recognition learns a trivial start graph 

together with rewriting rules to represent a class. Employing a prototype graph together 

with graph edit operations is similar to employing a graph grammar, but different in 

where properties of the generating class are stored. Table 2 summarizes the similarity and 

difference between the two approaches. 
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Table 2: Similarity and difference between a graph grammar and employing a graph 

prototype. 

Graph grammars Graph prototype + A distance measure 

Similarity 

• Have a start graph. 

• Apply production rules to the start graph to 

obtain a new graph. 

• Have a prototype graph to start with. 

• Apply edit operations on the prototype graph 

to transform it to a new graph. 

Difference 

• The start graph could be any subgraph that 

is common to all training examples. 

 

• Graph production rules have to capture 

almost all important properties of training 

examples. 

• The prototype graph has to capture almost 

all important properties of training 

examples. 

• Graph edit operations are small, trivial 

graph deformation rules. 

 

Syntactic pattern recognition has two approach: the first one encodes patterns by 

strings and reuses existing algorithms from formal language domain, and the second one 

encodes patterns by graphs and attempt to learn graph grammars similar to string 

grammars. Enhanced string grammars used in pattern recognitions are presented by 

Flasinski [29] including: indexed grammars, linear indexed grammars, head grammars, 

combinatory categorical grammars, conjunctive grammars, programmed grammars, 

dynamically programmed grammars. 

This section focuses on graph grammars, i.e. generalization of string grammars to 

graph representation. For historical reason, graph grammars are heavily oriented by 
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formal language theory and the Chomsky's hierarchy [27]. There are two types of graph 

grammars that receive interest in the community. The first type is node replacement 

graph grammars [124], in which production rules contains a single non-terminal node on 

the left hand side, and the right hand side is a frequent subgraph. The second type is 

hyperedge replacement graph grammars [125], in which the left hand side of production 

rules contains a single hyperedge, and the right hand side is a frequent subgraph. Some 

pioneering methods were first introduced in 1970's to reconstruct the web using formal 

grammars [126-128]. Two primary problems with graph grammars are: parsing and 

learning. 

The first attempt to cope with the graph grammar parsing problem is by Shi et al [129] 

that translates graphs with tree basis into equivalent strings for efficient processing. Later, 

two parsers for plex grammars were indipendently introduced by Bunke et al [130] and 

Peng [131] that have exponential time complexity in general. Predictive parsing for 

Relational Grammars (RG: a set of objects + a set of relations) was developed following 

Earley style [132] on subclasses of RGs that either have partial ordering or one-

nonterminal restriction in production rules [133, 134]. O(n2) parsing complexity [135, 

136] has been achieved for ETPL(k) subclasses of edNLC graph grammars [124] by 

virtual of node indexing assumption and restriction on left-derivation with at most k 

symbols. Researchers have designed graph grammars that work with restricted classes of 

graphs for efficient parsing. Chiang [137] elaborated on Lautemann's generalization of 

CKY algorithm for edge-replacement graph grammar  [138] that achieves polynomial 

time parsing connected graphs with bounded degree. This achievement is due to tree 

decomposition of right-hand side of production rules. To cope with noisy input, 
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probability is introduced into the model. Skomorowski [139] introduced probabilistic 

distribution to nodes and edges of indexed edge-unambiguous graphs to enable parsing of 

distorted patterns. 

While above methods deal with context-free graph grammars (i.e. the left-hand side of 

a production only contains a single non-terminal), context-sensitive graph grammars are 

more expressive and thus more expensive to parse. In context-sensitive graph grammars, 

left-hand side of production rules may contain as many nodes and edges as desired. 

Reserved graph grammars (RGGs) [140] were developed based on layered graph 

grammars [141] with additional node marking mechanism to easy graph embedding 

operation. Polynomial time parsing is also achievable on a subclass of RGGs that 

contains unambiguous grammars identified by selection-free production rules. 

Learning with graph grammars is in general a hard problem, and one of the reasons is 

context-free graph grammars have no normal form [26]. Cook et al. [142] used minimum 

description length (MDL) principle [143] to build Subdue system that discovers 

subgraphs that give highest compression to a input graph. Jonyer et al [144] expanded the 

MDL principle to build SubdueGL that infer recursive and variable production rules for a 

node replacement context-free graph grammar. Despite its compactness, SubdueGL is 

limited to learning from individual graphs basis. Doshi et al [145] also expanded Subdue 

[142] to learn production rules of a node replacement context-free graph grammar from a 

set of input graphs. However, the method focuses on preliminary estimation of 

probability of production rules based solely on frequency of substructures, and has no 

special treatment to further reduce the description length like SubdueGL [144]. Oates et 

al. [146] continued the road to probability estimation of hyper-edge replacement 
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production rules by using Expectation Maximization (EM) [147] with a variation of the 

Inside-Outside algorithm [148]. However, the method is limited to graphs with 

logarithmic k-separability property  [138] that restricts the number of subgraphs in a 

polynomial bound of the size of the parent graph. In [149],an application in visual 

programming of node replacement, context-free graph grammar based on SubdueGL 

[144] is presented by Ates et al. The method is based on the same idea of maximizing 

compression by identifying frequent substructures, but the compression is measured by 

graph sizes instead of description length. 
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CHAPTER 3   

EVOLVING TRANSFORMATION SYSTEM 
 

 

 

3.1. Literature Review  

Evolving Transformation System (ETS) is a symbolic representation of structural 

processes pioneered by Prof. Lev Goldfarb and his research group in University of New 

Brunswick, Fredericton, Canada. The formalism complements traditional numeric and 

logic representation by emphasizing on the structure of objects instead of calculating 

numeric features. While symbolic representation is classical in Artificial Intelligence, 

ETS advances the field by allowing: (i) inductive learning, (ii) class-centric 

representation, and (iii) dynamic evolution of the structural transformation patterns. 

Over 30 years, Goldfarb and his research team have diligently worked on a novel 

representation formalism to complement the ubiquitous numeric vector representation. 

He initially introduced a framework that unifies vector and syntactic representation in 

pattern recognition in [150], and studied the effect of distance metrics in vector space in 

[151]. In [152], he proposed ETS as a new model for pattern recognition that preserve 

geometric and syntactic patterns. The model leverages on a transformation system, which 

is generalization of a production system. An indirect application of ETS's primitive 
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concept was exploited in [153] to learn primitive features of synthetic images. A more 

elaborating analysis of distance metric was performed in [154], and a mathematical 

formulation of an Evolving Transformation System (ETS) was finally carried out in 

[155]. 

After that, Golfarb and his team continued pushing the inductive learning direction 

based on ETS with a series of publications.  

In [156], the authors argued that numeric vector representation cannot capture 

inductive generalization of structured objects, due to the fact that vector has only one 

geometric topology, while ETS class representation allows for dynamic change in 

topology of generating structures. In [157], they showed that ETS can capture the 

compositional, symbolic structure of events that otherwise cannot be dynamically 

represented by the rigid form of numeric measures. 

In [158], they posed the problem of measuring the distance between two objects using 

numeric vector operations, and proposed using a symbolic distance instead to reflect 

structural dissimilarity. A powerful inductive learning framework based on ETS that can 

dynamically update the set of structural transformation operations, in contrast to a fixed 

set of axiomatic operations imposed on numeric vector computation, is also further 

studied. In [159], Korkin et al showed an application of ETS formalism to construct an 

evolutionary genome graph (EG-graph) for each genome family. The author used a 

similarity measure based on genome transformations, and showed that EG-graph is close 

to a phylogenetic tree. 
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In [160], generalization of Peano axioms to a structural representation that can capture 

change in the structure of objects is investigated. Each numeric quantity (e.g. 1, 2, 3…) is 

represented by an atomic element called numeric primitive, and numeric primitives could 

be concatenated in a parallel fashion to represent arithmetic operations over time. A 

concept about class representation was also introduced, which emphasized that a finite 

representation of a class might embrace an infinite generative power. The author also 

assumed the existence of a structural measurement process that extracts features into a 

structural form, rather than a numeric vector. Inadequacy of vector, logic, and other 

discrete representations such as strings, trees, and graphs were also briefly discussed. 

In [161], a summary of arguments are compiled. First, the author restated that numeric 

vector representation (i.e. points in a hyper-space) is not enough to capture the full 

structure of real world objects, because of the fact that vector representation is 

unstructured by nature. Second, point representation induces metric distance (i.e. 

Euclidean distance, …) between objects, while it is still unproved whether human brain 

forms similarity concept based on exact measure of numeric features, or structural 

configuration of objects, or both. Third, an interesting observation is human tends to 

group things into categories, suggesting that objects and classes have close relationship 

and should be learned at the same time. Such observation is also exploited in numeric 

statistical learning where clusters and distributions group related points under the same 

roof. And fourth, the author emphasized the concept of "(temporal) structural process" by 

which an object is viewed as a dynamic structure that evolves over time under a set of 

structural transformation rules. 
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3.2. Elements of ETS 

3.2.1. Structure Measurement Device 

Similar to the ubiquitous metric system, ETS formalism assumes there is a standard 

measurement device that converts a real world object to a structural representation.  

Definition

• 𝕎 is the real world space 

: A structure measurement device 𝒮ℳ𝒟 is a function 𝒮ℳ: 𝕎 ↦ 𝕊, where: 

• 𝕊 is a structural space - a space of structures 

Thus, given ℴ ∈ 𝕎 is a real world object, a 𝒮ℳ(ℴ) = σ is a mapping to a composite 

structure σ ∈ 𝕊. 

This loose definition of a structure measurement device allows for flexibility in 

designing such a conversion function. Such flexibility is also prevalent in machine 

learning community, where a numeric feature could be extracted from any combination 

of properties of an object, and there is no restriction on the length of the feature vector as 

well as which specific dimension to house a specific feature. 

3.2.2. Primitives  

A primitive is an atomic building block of a structure from the perspective of a 

specific representational level. Primitives can have different types, corresponding to 

different features of the object. Primitives are equipped with connectors to allow them to 

connect to each other. A connection represents an inter-relationship between a pair of 

features. Connectors are further divided into initials and terminals. An initial represents 
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the willingness of the primitive to accept a connection, whereas a terminal represents the 

intention of the primitive to connect to others. This division could be viewed as 

analogous to natural classification of males and females. Figure 1 provides an illustration 

of primitives. 

Definition

• ℓ is a string label 

: A primitive is a tuple π = (ℓ, 𝕀𝕊, 𝕋𝕊) where: 

• 𝕀𝕊 = { 𝒾𝓈1, 𝒾𝓈2, …, 𝒾𝓈n | 𝒾𝓈 ∈ 𝒩}  is a set of initial sites 

• 𝕋𝕊 = { 1, 𝓉𝓈2, …, 𝓉𝓈m | 𝓉𝓈 ∈ 𝒩 } is a set of terminal sites. 

Definition

 

: A primitive π1 can connect to a primitive π2 ⇔ ∃ 𝓉𝓈m ∈ π1, 𝒾𝓈n ∈ π2 such 

that 𝓉𝓈m = 𝒾𝓈n. 

 

Figure 1: Illustration of three primitives, adapted from [161]. A primitive is an atomic 

(indivisible) structure that constitute objects. Each primitive has a label to differentiate its 

type. Primitive types have different shapes to assist human visualization. A primitive has 

connecters on top (called initials) and under its bottom (called terminals). Connecters also 

have labels to differentiate between connector types. Different connector types have 

different shapes to assist human visualization. In a structural process, only terminals of a 

primitive can connect to initials of another primitive, provided that terminals and initials 

are of the same connector type. 
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3.2.3. Structs and Composites 

A struct represents a structure from the real world. A struct is created by connecting 

primitives through their corresponding initial and terminal sites. Unlike a graph where an 

edge is added based on a global rule, a struct delegates the connection decision to its local 

primtives. Thus, in a struct, primitives plays an active role in selecting which other 

primitives to establish relationship with. Moreover, the order of primitive connection 

maintains an implicit temporal dimension for the struct. Figure 2 provides an illustration 

of a struct.  

Definition

• Π = {π1, π2,…, πn} is a countable set of primitives constituting the struct. 

: A struct is a tuple σ = (Π, ℂ𝕊, 𝔗) where: 

• ℂ𝕊 = {( ℓ(πk), ℓ(πm), 𝓈) | 𝓈 ∈ 𝕋𝕊(πk), 𝓈 ∈ 𝕀𝕊(πm), 1 ≤ k, m ≤ n} is a set of pairs 

of connecting primitives identified by their labels and the connecting site. 

•  : Π ↦ 𝒩 is a time stamp function associating each primitive to a time when it 

joins the struct. 

A powerful property of structs is the ability to combine shared portions to create a 

new, bigger struct. This ability marks an important capstone for lifting from a low level 

of representation to a higher level of representation, and the existence of transformations. 

Figure 3 illustrates composition of three structs σ1, σ2, and σ3 into a big struct. 
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Figure 2: Illustration of a struct, adapted from [161]. In this structure formation 

process, only terminals and initials of the same connecter type can connect. Time slices 

are separated by dashed lines. Primitives connected formed within the same time slice 

have the same temporal order. Connections can be formed across discontiguous time 

slices. 
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Figure 3: Illustration of a struct composition, adapted from [161]. Three structs σ1, σ2, 

and σ3 can be combine using common/overlapping sub-structures. Struct σ1 and σ2 shares 

two primitives π3k and π2g, while struct σ2 and σ3 shares two other primitives π2i and π4q. 
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An important aspect of struct composition is the weak ordering of primitive 

timestamps. Usually, a struct is designated as the prior struct, which contains weakly 

ealier (smaller) primitive timestamps than the other struct. Which of the two struct to be 

designated as the prior struct is application dependent. 

Definition

• Π = Π1 ⋃ Π2  

: Composition of two structs σ1 = (Π1, ℂ𝕊1, 𝔗1) and σ2 = (Π2, ℂ𝕊2, 𝔗2), in 

which σ1 is the prior struct, is a struct σ = (Π, ℂ𝕊, 𝔗) where: 

• ℂ𝕊 = ℂ𝕊1 ⋃ ℂ𝕊2  

• 𝔗(𝜋) = �
𝔗1(𝜋) 𝑖𝑓 𝜋 ∈ Π1

𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥
1 + 𝔗2(𝜋) 𝑖𝑓 𝜋 ∈ Π2 − Π1

�, 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥
1 =

max
𝜋𝑘 ∈ Π1

�𝔗1(𝜋𝑘)� 

In real-world applications, it is not always feasible to obtain temporal information of 

the structure of an object. Not without saying that the object structure itself is not always 

fully available. In such cases, a representational form of object structure without temporal 

information is called a composite. Like structs, two smaller composites could combines to 

form a larger composite. Note that since composites do not contain temporal information, 

combination of two composites does not require an explicit temporal order like a prior 

struct does. 

Definition

• Π = {π1, π2,…, πn} is a countable set of primitives constituting the structure of 

the composite. 

: A composite is a tuple 𝓍 = (Π, ℂ𝕊) where: 

• ℂ𝕊 = {( ℓ(πk), ℓ(πm), 𝓈) | 𝓈 ∈ 𝕋𝕊(πk), 𝓈 ∈ 𝕀𝕊(πm), 1 ≤ k, m ≤ n} is a set of pairs 

of connecting primitives identified by their labels and the connecting site. 
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Definition

• Π = Π1 ⋃ Π2  

: Composition of two composites 𝓍1 = (Π1, ℂ𝕊1) and 𝓍2 = (Π2, ℂ𝕊2), is a 

composite 𝓍 = (Π, ℂ𝕊) where: 

• ℂ𝕊 = ℂ𝕊1 ⋃ ℂ𝕊2  

3.2.4. Transformations 

Transformation emerges as a tool to accommodate multiple level representation of a 

structural process. As Figure 4 shows a sub-struct at a lower level of representation is 

compressed into a single primitive at a higher level of representation. An important note 

is the smaller sub-struct above the one bounded by a dashed rectangle becomes a 

connector of the higher-level primitive. It implies that a connector could be a sub-struct 

of a lower-level representation. 

Figure 5 shows a detailed visualization of a transformation at a lower level (left 

image) and at a higher level (right image). As a recursive embodiment of a connector, 

terminal site of a prior transformation is initial sites of a successor transformation. Thus, 

a transformation does not necessarily hold both initial sites and terminal sites. ETS names 

initial sites of a transformation its "context", and the actual attaching additional structure 

its "tail". In this sense, tail of the prior transformation should encapsulate context of the 

successor transformation. The entire (context + tail) of a transformation is called its 

"body". It is important to point out that a transformation is viewed as a single primitive at 

a high-level representation, thus it does not contain temporal information. 
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Figure 4: Illustration of multiple representational levels of a structural process in 3D, 

adapted from [162]. Level 0 is a low-level representation, while level 1 is a higher-level 

representation. A sub-struct at level 0 (bounded by thick, dashed rectangle) is represented 

as a single primitive (a big, solid oval) at level 1. 
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Figure 5: Illustration of a transformation in 2D, adapted from [161]. Left image shows 

low-level processes: The transformation (heavy dashed rectangle) originates from two 

structural processes (context), unites to a transformation process, then leads to the next 

process / next transformation. Right image shows the transformation in a high-level 

process, in which the transformation is represented as a high-level primitive. 
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Definition: A transformation is a tuple τ = (𝓍context, 𝓍tail), where: 

• 𝓍context is a composite representing the transformation's context 

• 𝓍tail is a composite representing the transformation's tail 

• ∃ {(π1, π2)} : π1 ∈ 𝓍context, π2 ∈ 𝓍tail, π1 is connected to π2  

Reminding ourselves that two or more composites could be combined to form a larger 

composite. A transformation is essentially a pair of composites, one of which (the 

context) holds the information of where to combine, and the other (the tail) is an 

additional structure as the result of combination. We should expect that a transformation 

could "attach" to a composite. 

Definition: Application of a transformation τ = (𝓍context = (Π1, ℂ𝕊1), 𝓍tail = (Π2, ℂ𝕊2)) 

to a composite 𝓍 = (Π, ℂ𝕊), is a composite 𝓍' = (Π', ℂ𝕊') where: 

• Π1 ⊂ Π ⋀ ℂ𝕊1 ⊂ ℂ𝕊  

• Π' = Π ⋃ Π2 ⋀ ℂ𝕊' = ℂ𝕊 ⋀ ℂ𝕊2  

We denote 𝓍' = 𝓍 ◄ τ. 

Figure 6 illustrates application of a transformation to a composite. The figure provides 

a good example of the property that a transformation could attach to more than one 

contextual location of the targeting composite, and the attachment could happen multiple 

times. 
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Figure 6: Application of a transformation. (a) is a transformation with the green 

triangle as its context and the blue square as its tail. (b) is a composite containing two 

substructures (1) and (2) that match the context of (a). (c) is a composite resulting from 

applying (a) to (b) at contextual location (1). (d) is a composite resulting from applying 

(a) to (b) at contextual location (2). (e) is a composite resulting from applying (a) to (b) at 

both contextual locations (1) and (2). 
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3.2.5. Class-centric Modeling 

In [160], the author introduced the concept of a class representation. ETS's class 

representation model is motivated by a basic principle in evolutionary biology that each 

class (clade) of objects (species) has an ultimate common ancestor called a progenitor 

[159, 161, 163]. This notation is similar to the start symbol in Context-Free Grammars 

(CFGs) [164]. Secondly, ETS hypothesizes that there is a common set of transformations, 

by which all objects of the same class are derivable from the progenitor. This set of 

transformations is analogous to the set of production rules in CFGs. A list of concept 

analogy between ETS and CFGs is presented in Table 3. 

The central difference is while CFGs operate on textual sentences, ETS operates on 

general structures with an arbitrary number of dimensions. This important difference 

makes ETS exponential in representation complexity and leads to other detail differences 

in both model representation and properties. A list of detail differences between ETS and 

CFGs is presented in Table 4. 

Table 3: Concept correspondence between ETS and CFGs. 

Evolving Transformation System Context-Free Grammars 

+ Progenitor 

+ Transformation 

+ Context  

+ Tail 

+ Formative history 

+ Start symbol 

+ Production rule 

+ Left-hand side 

+ Right-hand side 

+ Parse tree 
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Table 4: Differences between ETS and CFGs. 

Evolving Transformation System Context-Free Grammars 

+ Primitives are uniform in their roles. 

 

+ There could be as many primitives in the 

transformation context as needed. 

+ ETS naturally satisfies the no-cycle 

constraint, because a struct is always expanded 

when a transformation is applied. 

+ There is no boundary in application of 

transformations; however, degree of 

membership of the resulting object reduces as 

the number of applied transformations saturate. 

+ Characters / variables are classified into 

terminals and non-terminals. 

+ Left-hand side of a production rule is strictly 

a non-terminal. 

+ A constraint on a proper CFG is that it has no 

cycle in any of its chain of production rule 

application. 

+ Application of production rules is bounded 

by terminal variables. 

 

Definition:  A class representation (model) is a tuple ℳ = (ρ, 𝒯) where: 

• ρ is a composite representing a progenitor 

• 𝒯 = {τ1, τ2,…, τn} is a set of transformations 

Figure 7 illustrates the concept of a class representation. The model consists of a 

potato (a) as the progenitor, and a set of body parts (b) as transformations. By attaching 

the parts to the potato, one could construct a correct Mr. Potato Head in (c), or a strange 

character in (d). This illustrates the effect of multiple ways to apply a transformation to a 

composite. By consistently attaching parts to the potato, one could obtain the class 

represented by the model - in this example is a potato head family. 
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Given a class representation, we now have the ability to form any member 

struct/composite of a class by successively applying transformations in the provided 

transformation set, starting from the progenitor. ETS presents the generating process by a 

temporal sequence of transformation applications called a constructive (or formative) 

history. An interesting by-product of constructive histories is, at a high-level view point, 

they are structs. Figure 8 gives an illustration of a constructive history, and figure 9 

provides an overview of the ETS ecosystem. 

Definition: A constructive / formative history (or simply a history) 𝒽 of a composite 𝓍 

under a class representation ℳ = (ρ, 𝒯) is a temporal sequence of transformation 

applications (𝓍) = (τ1, τ2,.., τk | τi ∈ 𝒯 ∀ i = 1…k) such that: 

𝓍 = ρ ◄ τ1 ◄ τ2 ◄ … ◄ τk 

Note that a transformation may repeat several times in the application sequence, and 

the order of transformations in the sequence implies a temporal order. 
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Figure 7: A potato head family model. (a) is a progenitor. (b) is a set of 

transformations. (c) is a correctly constructed Mr. Potato Head. (d) is a incorrectly 

constructed Mr. Potato Head. (e) is a class constructed from the model comprised of (a) 

and (b). 
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(a) 

 

(c) 

 

(b) 

Figure 8: Illustration of a class representation and a constructive history, adapted from 

[165]. (a) A class representation comprising of a progenitor and a set of four 

transformations. Notice that the progenitor and tails of transformations contains 

substructures that match contexts of transformations. (b) A composite. (c) A constructive 

history recording the sequence of transformation applications that produces the composite 

in (b) from the class representation in (a). 
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Figure 9: The ETS ecosystem. Composition of primitives with temporal information 

creates structs, and without temporal information creates composites. From composites 

and/or structs, one could extract a progenitor and a set of transformations, i.e. a class 

representation model. With a class representation, constructive histories of a composite 

could be parsed. Finally, under a high-level view point, a constructive history is a struct, 

and transformations of a class representation model are primitives.
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CHAPTER 4   

GRAPH-BASED EVOLVING 
TRANSFORMATION SYSTEM MACHINE 

 

 

 

4.1. Introduction 

While ETS is an elegant and powerful symbolic representational formalism, no 

algorithm for inductive learning of its transformation system exists to date. The problem 

is the ETS representational scheme is too general and a proper interpretation is necessary 

to convert it to a concrete computer program. In this work, we employ graph theory to 

encode entities of the ETS ecosystem. To our understanding, there is no formal work to 

date that compares the representational power as well as applicable operations between 

ETS formalism and graph theory. 

Since ETS structural representation could be embodied in form of graphs, we devise a 

novel learning paradigm based on the mixture of ETS formalism, graph-based pattern 

recognition, and statistical learning. The new machine learning method is called a 

Graphical Evolving Transformation System Machine (gETSM). The method aims at 

learning the latent set of graphical transformations using an optimization technique from 
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statistical learning. We explore both the ubiquitous probability measure together with a 

psychology-based typicality measure. 

4.2. Feature Graphs 

In graph-based pattern recognition, Relational Graphs (RGs) [166] are used to encode 

syntactic feature of the object of interest. Nodes in a RG represent syntactic primitives 

(e.g. the roof, the walls, the floor of a house), and edges represent relation between the 

primitives (e.g. the roof is above the walls, and the walls are above the floor). The 

problem with RGs is node and edge labels are usually constituted of symbols only, so that 

semantic relation (e.g. how far is the roof from the walls) is not captured.  

To alleviate this weakness, Tsai and Fu introduced Attributed Relational Graphs 

(ARGs) [167, 168] that embeds semantic feature into node and edge labels in the form of 

continuous numeric vectors. The addition brings the encoded graphs to a hybrid state that 

combines both symbolic and numeric representation. In this work, we intent to use a 

purely symbolic representation that also has the ability to carry semantic features.  

Attempts to encode continuous information in the form of syntactic primitives have 

been carried out in the literature [169] by mean of thresholds and quantization (e.g. 

dividing 360o into 6 bins of 60o each and assign real-value angles to those bins). 

However, our method follows the encoding schema promoted by ETS formalism [161], 

which uses discretization instead of quantization. Under this schema, first a primitive unit 

is chosen (e.g. a 10o angle), then a continuous feature is represented as a connected series 

of primitive units. (e.g. a 30o angle is represented as a series of three 10o angles). Figure 

10 shows representation of a unit measure and encoding of three angles 10o, 20o, and 30o.   
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This discretized representation enable three operations on semantic features that 

quantized representation does not offer: (i) quantity comparison: e.g. a 20o angle is 

smaller than a 30o angle because the former has less primitives; (ii) addition: e.g. a 30o 

angle is composed of a 10o angle (one primitive) and a 20o angle (two primitives); and 

(iii) subtraction: e.g. by taking out a primitive (10o angle) from a 30o angle, we obtain a 

20o angle (two primitives). 

In a sense, our encoding scheme could be thought of as an expansion of ARGs such 

that each semantic feature is expanded into a series of symbolic primitives. Lastly, our 

encoding scheme is far different from the ones employed by Function-Described Graphs 

[86] or Relaxation Labeling [170]. 
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Figure 10: Symbolic expansion of semantic features. (a) A primitive representing a 

unit 10o angle. (b) Three angles 10o, 20o, and 30o represented by concatenating the 

primitive angles. 
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Definition: A feature graph is a labeled, undirected graph G = (V = VS ⋃ VM, E, 𝔏) 

where: 

• VS is a set of syntactic vertices, i.e. primitives represents structural 

information. 

• VM is a set of semantic vertices, i.e. primitives represents unit continuous 

measures. 

• V = VS ⋃ VM is the total set of vertices of this graph. 

• E is a set of undirected edges connecting pairs of vertices in V. 

• 𝔏 is a labeling function such that � 𝔏(e) = ∅ ∀ e ∈ E
𝔏(v) = ℓv ∀ v ∈ V

� , where ℓv ∈ ℒ is a finite 

set of symbols. 

In plain language, a feature graph is an undirected graph with symbols at vertices and 

edges having no label. This simple choice of representation helps narrow down the search 

space for graph matching, and is still sufficient to encode entities of the ETS ecosystem. 

Some implications of this representation schema are: 

• Traditionally, edges are labeled to encode relations between feature vertices. In 

a feature graph, such relations are considered another type of features, and thus 

edge labels are converted to vertices, leaving the edge no labeling information. 

• Directional edges are special cases of undirected edges. In either case, the 

learning algorithm is still the same, except for more constraint in graph 

matching if the feature graphs have directional edges. 
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4.3. Graphical Representation of ETS Formalism 

Using feature graphs, we map entities of the ETS formalism to a graph space, thus 

effectively merge ETS to the main stream of graph-based pattern recognition. 

Specifically, by representing a composite with a feature graph, other ETS entities such as 

transformations, class representations and formative histories follow recursively. We call 

the graphical representation of ETS a Graphical Evolving Transformation System 

(gETS). 

4.3.1. Fundamental Entities 

Definition: A primitive feature (denoted π) is a symbolic label, and different types of 

primitive features have different labels. 

Definition: A composite graph (denoted 𝓍) is a feature graph that has primitive 

features as its vertices. 

Commonly, graph-based pattern recognition concerns with deformation of graphs so 

that to allow inexact matching and prototype construction. Cordella's transformation 

model [171, 172] and graph edit distance [167, 168, 173] are some good examples of 

graph transformations. In this aspect, gETS's transformations are graph deformation rules 

too. However, instead of having five categories of transformations (i.e. addition of 

vertices, removal of vertices, addition of edges, removal of edges, and label substitution), 

gETS only accommodate one category of transformations: simultaneous addition of 

vertices and edges. This simplicity is attributed to the format of feature graphs and the 

underlying ETS foundation. Having only one category of transformations while still 
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maintaining the deformation power is an advantage of gETS over other transformation 

models. Lastly, a transformation could be thought of as summarization (or compression) 

of a subgraph, and thus is similar to a unification of a tail intranode graph and a context 

positive superedge graph [174]. 

Definition: A graph transformation is a tuple τ = (𝓍context, 𝓍tail, Econnect), where: 

• 𝓍context is a feature graph representing the transformation's context 

• 𝓍tail is a feature graph representing the transformation's tail 

• Econnect is a set of undirected edges connecting the context to the tail: 

 Econnect = {e = (π1, π2)} where π1 ∈ 𝓍tail, π2 ∈ 𝓍context, source(e) = π1, and 

target(e) = π2. 

Definition: Applicability of a transformation.  A transformation τ = (𝓍context = (V1, E1, 

𝔏1), 𝓍tail = (V2, E2, 𝔏2)) is applicable to a composite graph 𝓍 = (V, E, 𝔏) if and only if: 

• The context subgraph is a subgraph of the composite graph: Gcontext = (V1, E1) 

⊆ G = (V, E). 

Definition: Application of a transformation τ = (𝓍context = (V1, E1, 𝔏1), 𝓍tail = (V2, E2, 

𝔏2)) which is applicable to a composite graph 𝓍 = (V, E, 𝔏), is a composite graph 𝓍' = 

(V', E', 𝔏') where: 

• V' = V ⋃ V2  

• E' = E ⋃ E2  

• 𝔏' = 𝔏 ⋃ 𝔏2 
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We denote 𝓍' = 𝓍 ◄ τ. 

Figure 11 provides graphical representation of primitive features, composites, 

transformations, and transformation application. We notice that a transformation can be 

applied multiple times, at multiple locations of a composite graph. 
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Figure 11: Graphical representation of fundamental gETS elements. Each primitive 

feature is represented as a labeled vertex. (a) A transformation τ comprises of a green 

triangle subgraph as its context, a blue square subgraph as its tail, and a set of red edges 

with pseudo direction pointing from vertices in the tail subgraph to vertices in the context 

sugraph. In this illustration, connecting edges are (𝒅, 𝒃)�����������⃗  and (𝒆, 𝒄)����������⃗ . (b) A composite 

graph 𝓍 encoding a pink rectangle which contains two triangle (a-b-c)'s at locations 1 and 

2 that match the context of the transformation (a). (c) A composite graph as the result of 

applying τ to 𝓍 at location 1. (d) A composite graph as the result of applying τ to 𝓍 at 

location 2. (e) A composite graph as the result of applying τ to 𝓍 at both locations 1 and 

2. 
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4.3.2. Class Representation / Model 

The closest model in graph-based pattern recognition that has a start graph, and a set 

of graphical transformation rules are graph grammars [27]. gETS seems to borrow the 

idea of context-free production rules (transformations) from Context-Free Graph 

Grammar [26], but it does not rely on the distinction between terminal and non-terminal 

nodes to bound the derivation. gETS is also different from programmed graph grammars 

[175] because it does not rely on a global control diagram. Rather, context of 

transformations collectively regulates derivation. On the other hand, gETS's 

transformations simplify the embedding problem [27] by only allowing adjunction of 

subgraphs to an existing state, i.e. none of existing nodes or edges is removed. A 

formalism close to gETS is tree adjoining grammar (TAG) of Joshi et al [176, 177]. A 

transformation application operation of gETS is similar to TAG's tree substitution 

operation. However, TAG is restricted to tree representation and productions' left-hand 

side is constituted of a single non-terminal, which are not the case for gETS. That said, 

gETS identifies itself as a novel representation in graph-based pattern recognition. 

Definition:  A class representation (or a model) is a system ℳ = (ρ, 𝒯) where: 

• ρ is a feature graph representing the progenitor. 

• 𝒯 = {τ1, τ2,…, τn} is a set of graph transformations. 

Since there is no mechanism in the model that constraints a unique derivation for an 

input graph, gETS class representation is ambiguous. A derivation of a graph by the 

model is similar to a supernode graph [174] - a summarization (or compression) of the 

original graph by means of graph transformations. 
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Definition: A transformative history (or simply a history) 𝒽 of a composite graph 𝓍 

under a model ℳ = (ρ, 𝒯) is a directed acyclic graph with an implicit temporal function 

𝒽(𝓍) = (V, E, 𝔗) where: 

• V = {τ1, τ2,…, τk | τi ∈ 𝒯 ∀ i = 1…k} is a set of vertices where each vertex 

represents a graph transformation. 

• E = {(τi, τj)} is a set of directed edges from τi to τj such that (τi) > (τj). 

•  : 𝒯 ↦ 𝒩 is a time stamp function. 

Figure 12 illustrates a model of a class of equilateral polygons, the process to construct 

a square from the model, and the resulting transformative history. 
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(d) 

 

Figure 12: Forming a history of a square from a model of equilateral polygons. (a) A 

model of a class of equilateral polygons, including: a progenitor ρ as a single vertex, a 

transformation τ1 that attaches an edge and a vertex to an existing vertex, and a 

transformation τ2 that attaches an edge to two existing vertices. Dotted circles represent 

context of the transformations. (b) Constructing a square using the given model: first, two 

τ1's are attached to the progenitor; second, another τ1 is attached to the tail of an existing 

τ1; and third, a τ2 is attached to the tails of two existing τ1's. (c) A directed acyclic graph 

representing the transformative history of the square formed by process (b). Time slices 

are annotated between dashed lines. The arrows indicate order and location of 

attachments, and thus regulate temporal information. At a high-level representation, this 

transformative history effectively encodes a struct. (d) A concrete visualization of the 

process that constructs the square. This form of visualization is easy to comprehend but 

does not reveal the underlying structural process. 
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4.4. Induction Problem Formulation 

In this section, we formulate a supervised learning problem on gETS. We assume 

there is a structure measurement device (SMD, or a feature extractor) that converts each 

real world object into a composite graph (i.e. a feature graph). Noticing that different 

SMDs may produce different graph structures from the same object, we requires that all 

composites are produced by the same SMD. 

Let 𝒟 = {𝒟+, 𝒟−} be a training set of composite graph examples, where 𝒟+ = {x1, 

x2… xn} is a set of n positive examples, and 𝒟− = {y1, y2… ym} is a set of m negative 

examples. Note that the number of negative examples is not necessarily equal to the 

number of positive examples. Let 𝕄 be a set of all gETS models, and ℂ be a set of all 

feature-graph composites. 

Definition: A scoring function ℱ : 𝕄 × ℂ → ℛ is a mapping from a pair (ℳ, 𝓍) 

comprising of a gETS model and a composite graph to a real number that measures the 

degree to which 𝓍 belongs to the class ℒ(ℳ) generated by gETS model ℳ. 

When measuring the degree of a composite graph 𝓍 belonging to the class ℒ(ℳ), we 

reconstruct 𝓍 by starting from a progenitor ρ and applying a set of graph transformations 

𝒯 of model ℳ. Since ℳ might be ambiguous, it is possible that reconstruction result is a 

set of histories in which none of the history is a subgraph of another history. We denote 

ℳ ⊨ 𝓍 a set of unique, non-overlapping histories obtained by reconstructing 𝓍 using ℳ. 

 ℳ ⊨ 𝓍 = {𝒽1(𝓍), 𝒽2(𝓍),…, 𝒽k(𝓍)} such that ∀ i, j ∈ [1, k] : 𝒽i(𝓍) ⊄ 𝒽j(𝓍). 
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It is possible that a transformative history 𝒽i(x) is partial, i.e. 𝒽i(x) is a subgraph of 𝓍, 

given that it is either impossible to apply any transformation of ℳ to 𝒽i(x), or applying 

any transformation of ℳ to 𝒽i(x) results in violation of the constraints set by 𝓍. 

However, in the training phase, we impose that all histories are complete. 

Definition: Applying a scoring function ℱ on a dataset 𝒟 = {𝒟+, 𝒟−} is equal to 

summation of measures of composites in 𝒟+ less summation of measures of composites 

in 𝒟−. 

ℱ(ℳ ∶  𝒟) = � ℱ(ℳ, 𝓍)
𝓍∈𝒟+

− � ℱ(ℳ, 𝑦)
𝑦∈𝒟−

 

Intuitively, this scoring function rewards the ability of ℳ to derive positive training 

examples and penalizes the ability of ℳ to derive negative training examples. The 

induction problem is now transformed to an optimization problem that searches for a 

model ℳ* that maximizes the scoring function with respect to a training dataset. 

ℳ∗ = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥
ℳ  ℱ(ℳ ∶ 𝒟) 

In this work, we develop a novel induction algorithm that scales to real datasets and 

combines the power of statistical learning with graph-based pattern recognition. 

4.5. Objective Function 

Following statistical machine learning convention, we divide the scoring function into 

two terms: one primary term that guide the objective of the scoring function, and one 

secondary term that acts as regularization to prevent model overfitting. For the primary 
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term, we investigate two measures: (i) log-likelihood of probability of the training 

dataset, and (ii) typicality of the training dataset. For the secondary term, we use the 

degree of compression that penalizes the model when it over-compresses the training 

dataset. To express compression, we use graph description length that calculates number 

of bits required to describe training data given a model. The use of compression degree as 

a regularization term is contrary to methods that uses compression as the primary guide 

[142, 145, 149]. We call the primary term a "fitness" term, and the secondary term a 

"complexity" term. Note that the fitness term may incorporate both positive and negative 

training data, or just the positive data. Similar incorporation applies to the complexity 

term. 

ℱ(ℳ ∶  𝒟) = 𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠(ℳ ∶  𝒟) − 𝜆 × 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑖𝑦(ℳ ∶  𝒟) 

Where λ is a real valued, regularization parameter that governs how much overfitting 

is permitted. 

4.5.1. Likelihood Probability 

The first and foremost fitness term when trying to merge graph-based pattern 

recognition to the realm of statistical learning is probability. Our goal is maximizing the 

likelihood to observe the training dataset 𝒟 given a candidate model ℳ. We derive a 

formulation based on stochastic context-free grammars [148, 164, 178-181] and 

stochastic context-free graph grammars [26, 146]. 

Under this scheme, each graph transformation is associated with a probability such 

that summing over all transformation with the same context yields 1. 
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Definition: A probability measure on graph transformations is a function from a 

countable set of transformations to a unit real number interval p : 𝒯 → [0, 1] such that: 

� 𝑝(𝜏 | 𝓍) = 1
𝜏 ∈ ℳ

𝓍 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝜏)

 

Having a probability measure on transformations, we make an I.I.D (independently 

and identically distributed) assumption that composite examples are generated by 

independently applying transformations at random order. Thus, probability of a history is 

product of probability of participating transformations. 

Definition: Probability of a transformative history (𝓍) of composite graph 𝓍 generated 

under a model ℳ is product of probability of transformations participating in the history. 

𝑝(𝒽(𝓍) | ℳ) = � 𝑝(𝜏)
𝜏 ∈ 𝒽(𝓍)

𝜏 ∈ ℳ

 

Given that the model ℳ might be ambiguous, i.e. there are more than one history for a 

composite graph ℳ ⊨ 𝓍 = {𝒽1(x), 𝒽2(x),…, 𝒽k(x)}. Probability of generating a 

composite graph is summation of probability of generating all of its histories. 

Definition: Probability of a composite graph 𝓍 under a model ℳ is summation of 

probability of its histories under ℳ. 

𝑝(𝓍 | ℳ) = � 𝑝(𝒽(𝓍) | ℳ)
𝒽(𝓍) ∈ ℳ⊨𝓍

 

As the last condition, probability of all composites generated by a model has to sum to 

1. This condition is similar to the tightness [178] property of formal grammars. 
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Definition: A model ℳ is tight (or consistent) when summing over all composites in 

its class ℒ(ℳ) yields 1. 

� 𝑝(𝓍 | ℳ)
𝓍 ∈ ℒ(ℳ)

= 1 

In our inductive learning problem, we are given a training set comprising of positive 

and negative examples. The goal is identifying the best model that gives high probability 

to positive examples and low probability to negative examples. Here, we assume the 

existence of a model, and we want to calculate the likelihood of training examples given 

the model.  

The challenging induction task is to assign a probability to each graph transformation 

in the model. We acknowledge that ℳ might be an ambiguous model, and estimating 

likelihood probability of graph transformations using a method similar to the Inside-

Outside algorithm [148] with Expectation Maximization (EM) [147] is exponentially 

expensive. The problem lies in enumeration of all subgraphs to calculate the inside and 

outside potential functions. 

We choose to estimate the transformation probability from formative histories, rather 

than from composites. Chi and Geman [178] showed that either direct maximum 

likelihood estimation using formative histories or via an iterative expectation 

maximization (EM) estimation of likelihood using composites are tight. 

As a result, we assume that beside a grammar ℳ, we also have at hands formative 

histories of training composites: 𝒟 = {𝒟+, 𝒟−}, 𝒟+ = {𝒽(𝓍1), 𝒽(𝓍2),…, (𝓍n)} and 𝒟− = { 

𝒽(𝓎1), 𝒽(𝓎2),…, 𝒽(𝓎m)}. 
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Definition: Maximum likelihood probability of a graph transformation τ is simply 

count of τ divided by count of transformations having the same context as τ [178]. 

𝑝(𝜏) =
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝜏 | 𝒟)

∑ 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝜏 ′| 𝒟)𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝜏′)=𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝜏)
 

where: 

• τ, τ' ∈ ℳ, and 

• count(τ | 𝒟) is number of times τ is used in formative histories in 𝒟. 

Given probability of transformations, probability of a transformative history is the 

product of participating transformations as above. The last piece of the puzzle is to 

formulate a fitness function based on likelihood probability that bias towards positive 

training set. We also take into account the difference in size between the positive set and 

the negative set by taking the average of the score on each dataset. 

Definition: Likelihood score of a training set 𝒟 = {𝒟+, 𝒟−} given a model ℳ is 

average of probability of positive formative histories less average of probability of 

negative formative histories, given probability of transformations is estimated by 

maximum likelihood. 

𝐿(ℳ ∶ 𝒟) =
1
𝑛

� 𝑝�𝒽(𝓍𝑖)� −
𝑛

𝑖=1

1
𝑚

� 𝑝 �𝒽�𝑦𝑗��
𝑚

𝑗=1

=
1
𝑛

� � 𝑝(𝜏)
𝜏 ∈ 𝒽(𝓍𝑖)

𝜏 ∈ ℳ

𝑛

𝑖=1

−
1
𝑚

� � 𝑝(𝜏)
𝜏 ∈ 𝒽�𝑦𝑗�

𝜏 ∈ ℳ

𝑚

𝑗=1
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Note that this formulation effectively trains a mixture model that maximize likelihood 

of positive examples and minimize likelihood of negative examples. 

4.5.2. Family Resemblance Typicality 

While probability has an objective interpretation of events as the degree of 

uncertainty, it does not take into account the psychological, subjective human perception 

of events. The typicality measure is motivated by psychological research on how human 

beings perceive object-class relationship.  

Loken and Ward performed extensive experiments on measuring typicality [182] with 

a interdisciplinary research that involves psychology and business marketing. In the 

research, participants were first shown a list of product categories, and then instructed to 

rank how typical a test product is subject to some categories. They [183] showed that 

there are three groups of factors that govern typicality perception: (i) Family 

resemblance, or physical similarity, (ii) Attribute structure, or ideals, and (iii) Frequency, 

or familiarity. Interestingly, the work showed that frequency of presenting an attribute in 

a class, so called familiarity, is the least determinant of perceived typicality. On the other 

hand,  family resemblance was shown to work well in measuring the degree of 

membership of prototypical objects within the context of a class [183]. This property fits 

our goal as we hypothesize training examples are generated from a distribution of a class 

of graphs. 

In this work, we utilize two prominent research to measure typicality: (i) Rosch's 

family resemblance (FR) formulation [184], and (ii) Tversky's similarity models [185]. 

According to Rosch, typicality of an object is measured by its similarity to objects of the 
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same class, and dissimilarity to objects of other classes. The original formulation of 

family resemblance typicality is a weighted sum of unique attributes of an object, where 

the weights are outputs of a monotonically increasing function of supports of the 

attributes. Mapping to our gETS framework: 

• An object is represented by a transformative history (𝓍) of a composite graph 

𝓍. 

• An attribute is a graph transformation participating in constructing 𝓍. 

Definition: Family resemblance (FR) typicality of a transformative history 𝒽(𝓍) with 

respect to a gETS model ℳ is summation of a monotonically increasing function of 

support of graph transformations in the model that participate in parsing composite graph 

𝓍. The support is counted from the training dataset 𝒟?, where 𝒟? is either 𝒟+ or 𝒟−. 

𝐹𝑅(𝒽(𝓍) | ℳ) = � 𝜙(𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡(𝜏 � 𝒟?))
𝜏 ∈ 𝒽(𝑥)

𝜏 ∈ ℳ

 

where 

𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡(𝜏 � 𝒟?) = � 𝛿(𝓍, 𝜏)
𝑥 ∈ 𝒟?

 

𝛿(𝓍, 𝜏) = �1 ⇔ ∃𝒽(𝓍) ∈ ℳ ⊨ 𝓍  𝑠𝑢𝑐ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝜏 ∈ 𝒽(𝓍)
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

� 

Two popular choices of ϕ are: (i) an identity function, and (ii) a logarithm function. 

If ℳ is an ambiguous model, there could be more than one history for a particular 

composite graph ℳ ⊨ 𝓍 = {𝒽1(x), 𝒽2(x),…, 𝒽k(x)}. If we follow the probability train of 
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thought that assigns overall typicality of the composite graph to be summation of 

typicality of its valid histories, we may end up in two adverse situations that are contrary 

to human perception: (i) a composite graph with many untypical histories is promoted to 

become typical; and (ii) a composite graph with few typical histories is downgraded to 

become untypical. For that reason, we choose to follow the normal practice in 

psychology that finds a prototypical object to represent a group of similar objects. The 

prototype could be thought of as the mean of a cluster of points, in which each point 

represents an object. We apply this convention to compute the mean of typicality of 

histories of a composite graph. 

Definition: Family resemblance typicality of a composite graph 𝓍 under an ambiguous 

model ℳ is mean of typicality of all its formative histories. 

𝐹𝑅(𝑥) =
1

|ℳ ⊨ 𝓍|
� 𝐹𝑅(𝒽(𝓍) | ℳ)

𝒽(𝑥) ∈ ℳ⊨𝓍

 

where 

• | ℳ ⊨ 𝓍 | is cardinality of the derived set. 

Although Rosch showed by experiments [184] that this formulation works in practice, 

Loken et al pointed out that the original family resemblance formulation is better suited 

to intra-class, object-based tasks [183]. Since our problem involves inter-class 

differentiation between positive and negative training data, we incorporate Tversky's 

similarity models [185] to discriminate between a positive class and a negative class. We 

interpret a dissimilarity measure is equal to a complement of the similarity measure: 
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𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 = �−𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 ∶ 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙
1 − 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 ∶ 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙

� 

Paring Tversky's models with Rosch's family resemblance, we derive a new 

formulation for measuring the typicality of a positive dataset reflected on a negative 

dataset. 

Definition: Family resemblance of a dataset 𝒟 = {𝒟+, 𝒟−} is split into three portions:  

• (𝒟+ \ 𝒟−) is the portion belongs to 𝒟+ but does not belong to  𝒟−,  

• (𝒟− \ 𝒟+) is the portion belongs to 𝒟− but does not belong to  𝒟+,  

• and (𝒟+ ⋂ 𝒟−) is the common portion belonging to both 𝒟+ and  𝒟−. 

And family resemblance measures of the three portions are combined using 

complementary formulation of Tversky's contrast / ratio models [185]. 

Contrast model: 

𝐹𝑅(𝒟) = 𝛼 × 𝐹𝑅(𝒟+ \ 𝒟−) +  𝛽 × 𝐹𝑅(𝒟− \ 𝒟+) − 𝛾 × 𝐹𝑅(𝒟+ ⋂ 𝒟−) 

Ratio model: 

𝐹𝑅(𝒟) =
𝛼 × 𝐹𝑅(𝒟+ \ 𝒟−) +  𝛽 × 𝐹𝑅(𝒟− \ 𝒟+)

𝛼 × 𝐹𝑅(𝒟+ \ 𝒟−) +  𝛽 × 𝐹𝑅(𝒟− \ 𝒟+) + 𝛾 × 𝐹𝑅(𝒟+ ⋂ 𝒟−)
 

Notice that this new formulation effectively trains two models simultaneously, one for 

the positive class, and another for the negative class. We call this training scheme dual-

model training. The first term FR(𝒟+ \ 𝒟−) fits a model ℳ+ to the positive class, so that 

to maximize the typicality of the positive training dataset given the positive model. The 

second term FR(𝒟− \ 𝒟+) fits a model ℳ− to the negative class, so that to maximize the 
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typicality of the negative training dataset given the negative model. And the third term 

FR(𝒟+ ⋂ 𝒟−) penalizes the overlapping portion between two classes generated by the two 

models. 

To compute the typicality of the difference and intersection between 𝒟+ and 𝒟−, we 

first compute the portion of graph transformations that belong to ℳ+ but does not belong 

to ℳ− and vice versa. Given ℳ+ = (ρ+, 𝒯+) and ℳ− = (ρ−, 𝒯−), we have: 

𝒯+\− = 𝒯+ \ 𝒯− 

𝒯−\+ = 𝒯− \ 𝒯+ 

𝒯⋂ = 𝒯 + ⋂ 𝒯 − 

In calculating family resemblance of the non-overlapping and overlapping portions 

between the two training datasets, we notice that the two datasets may have different 

number of examples: i.e. n positive examples, and m negative examples. To avoid bias 

towards a dataset with more examples, averaging over the number of examples contained 

in each dataset is performed. 

Definition: Family resemblance typicality of each non-overlapping or overlapping 

portion between the positive and negative datasets is average of typicality of all 

composites in the respective dataset, measured using only transformations in the 

corresponding portion. 
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𝐹𝑅(𝒟+ \ 𝒟−) =
1
𝑛

� 𝐹𝑅(𝓍)
𝓍∈𝒟+

𝜏∈𝒯+\−

=
1
𝑛

�
1

|ℳ ⊨ 𝓍| � 𝐹𝑅(𝒽(𝓍) | ℳ+)
𝒽(𝑥) ∈ ℳ⊨𝓍

𝜏∈𝒯+\−
𝓍∈𝒟+

=
1
𝑛

�
1

|ℳ ⊨ 𝓍| � � 𝜙(𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡(𝜏 | 𝒟+))
𝜏 ∈ 𝒽(𝑥)
𝜏∈𝒯+\−

𝒽(𝑥) ∈ ℳ⊨𝓍𝓍∈𝒟+

 

𝐹𝑅(𝒟− \ 𝒟+) =
1
𝑚

� 𝐹𝑅(𝓍)
𝓍∈𝒟−

𝜏∈𝒯−\+

=
1
𝑚

�
1

|ℳ ⊨ 𝓍| � 𝐹𝑅(𝒽(𝓍) | ℳ−)
𝒽(𝑥) ∈ ℳ⊨𝓍

𝜏∈𝒯−\+
𝓍∈𝒟−

=
1
𝑚

�
1

|ℳ ⊨ 𝓍| � � 𝜙(𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡(𝜏 | 𝒟−))
𝜏 ∈ 𝒽(𝑥)
𝜏∈𝒯−\+

𝒽(𝑥) ∈ ℳ⊨𝓍𝓍∈𝒟−

 

𝐹𝑅(𝒟+ ⋂ 𝒟−) =
1
𝑛

� 𝐹𝑅(𝓍)
𝓍∈𝒟+

𝜏∈𝒯⋂
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1
𝑚

� 𝐹𝑅(𝓍)
𝓍∈𝒟−

𝜏∈𝒯⋂
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We notice that family resemblance typicality depends on two factors: (i) support of 

transformations, and (ii) uniqueness of transformations. However, according to Apriori 

downward closure property [186], support and size of transformations are contradicting 

factors: i.e. the higher the support, the more likely the transformation' size is small and 

vice versa. On the other hand, size and uniqueness tends to go together: i.e. the larger a 

transformation, the more likely there are many unique transformations with the same size. 

Combining the two trends, we realize that support and uniqueness of transformations are 
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contradictory factors: i.e. the higher the support of a transformation, the lesser the number 

of transformations with the same support. Therefore, at the quantitative level, maximizing 

family resemblance typicality means a competition between support and size of 

transformations. 

When applying this formulation to a real dataset, we acknowledge that it is 

exponentially expensive to compute the full set ℳ ⊨ 𝓍 for each composite graph. As a 

result, we assume that beside a model ℳ, we also have at hands formative histories of 

training composites: 𝒟 = {𝒟+, 𝒟−}, 𝒟+ = {𝒽(x1), 𝒽(x2)… (xn)} and 𝒟− = { 𝒽(y1), 

𝒽(y2)… 𝒽(ym)}. Formulation of family resemblance typicality of each non-overlapping 

or overlapping portion between the positive and negative datasets becomes: 
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As a side discussion, we notice that in contrast to family resemblance formulation 

where an implicit prototype is assumed, another formulation of typicality that directly 

measures the distance from an explicit prototype is used in fuzzy clustering [187]. This 

possibilistic typicality is based on the possibility theory founded by Zadeh [188] and 

further clarified by Dubois et.al. [189]. In either case, typicality (possibility) measures the 

degree of belief that, consequently, does not required to sum to 1 across all categories 

like probability. This property makes typicality robust to noisy data [190]. 

4.5.3. Minimum Description Length 

We are motivated by an intuition that a good model does not only fit closely to 

training data and generalize well to test data, but also yield the best compression in 

general. Our intuition aligns with the readability issue in structural pattern recognition 

[27] which concerns with the simplicity of learnt models so that human experts can 

interpret the meaning of production rules. To this extend, we hypothesize that minimizing 

complexity might help knowledge discovery. 

In Graphical Transformation System (gETS) formalism, we have a model consists of a 

progenitor and a set of graph transformations. Using the model, composites are 

represented by formative histories which are directed acyclic graphs of transformations 

going towards a single sink at the progenitor. The complexity of the entire system could 

be formulated as: 

complexity(ℳ : 𝒟) = complexity(ℳ) + complexity(𝒟+ | ℳ) 
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Above formula implies that we only care about complexity of the positive training 

dataset, because it is the data we want to discover and understand. In general, we do not 

care how complex is the negative data organized. 

Given our system is represented as graphs, it is natural to follow this chain of logic 

that we want to have a good measure for graph complexity. However, there are more than 

one way to measure graph complexity; some examples are: using Boolean functions 

[191], adjacency matrix linear complexity [192], and structural entropy [193] etc. In this 

work, we use minimum description length principle to measure graph complexity in 

terms of the number of bits required to encode the graphs. 

Minimum description length (MDL) principle [143, 194] was introduced by Rissanen 

stating that the best model is the one that minimizes description length of the training 

dataset. Along the line of methods that uses MDL principle, Subdue [142] was the first 

success that mine subgraphs that yield highest compression to an input graph. SubdueGL 

[144] was an expansion of Subdue that infers recursive and variable production rules for 

a node replacement context-free graph grammar. Doshi et al [145] expanded Subdue to 

learn a simpler graph grammar than SubdueGL and also gave preliminary inference on 

probability of production rules based on frequency of substructures. Ates et al [149] 

relaxed the minimum description length principle to a minimum graph size problem that 

learns a graph grammar based on SubdueGL and has application in visual programming. 

Our formulation of graph description length is based on Cook's method [142]. 

Definition: Number of bits required to encode vertices of a composite graph 𝒸, a 

transformation τ, and a transformative history 𝒽 are: 
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VB(𝒸) = log2|V| + |V| × log2L(𝒟) 

VB(τ) = log2|V| + |V| × log2L(𝒟) 

VB(𝒽) = log2|V| + |V| × log2L(ℳ) 

Where: 

• |V| is the number of vertices in the composite graph, transformation, and 

history respectively. 

• L(𝒟) is the number of unique primitive features in the training dataset. 

• L(ℳ) = |𝒯| + 1 is the number of transformations plus the progenitor of the 

model. 

 Definition: Number of bits required to encode the adjacency matrix of a composite 

graph 𝒸, a transformation τ, and a transformative history 𝒽 are: 

RB(𝒸) =  (|V| + 1) × log2 �max
𝑣∈𝒸

deg(𝑣) + 1� + � log2 �
|V|

deg (𝑣)�
𝑣∈𝒸

 

RB(τ) =  (|V| + 1) × log2 �max
𝑣∈τ

deg(𝑣) + 1� + � log2 �
|V|

deg(𝑣)�
𝑣∈τ

 

RB(𝒽) =  (|V| + 1) × log2 �max
𝑣∈𝒽

deg(𝑣) + 1� + � log2 �
|V|

deg (𝑣)�
𝑣∈𝒽

 

Where: 

• |V| is the number of vertices in the composite graph, transformation, and 

history respectively. 
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• v is a primitive vertex. 

• deg(v) is degree of vertex v. 

• �n
k� is number of combination (without permutation) of k elements out of n 

elements. 

Finally, we do not need to encode the edges individually because with feature graph 

representation, edges has no label and there is only one undirected edge between two 

adjacent vertices. For a transformative history, edge direction is fixed by the progenitor, 

so that the history becomes a single-sink graph. 

Next, we formulate additional parts required by our framework. 

Definition: In a transformation τ with |Vcontext| number of vertices in the context, we 

need additional log2(|Vcontext| + 1) bits to encode the number of context vertices, and 

log2 � |𝑉|
|Vcontext|� bits to encode the combination of context vertices. 

AB(τ) = log2(|Vcontext| +  1) + log2 �
|𝑉|

|Vcontext|�
 

Definition: Description length of a composite graph 𝒸, a transformation τ, and a 

transformative history 𝒽 is sum of number of bits VB to encode the vertices, number of 

bits RB to encode the adjacency matrix, and number of bits AB to encode additional 

structural information. 

DL(𝒸) = VB(𝒸) + RB(𝒸) 

DL(τ) = VB(τ) + RB(τ) + AB(τ) 
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DL(𝒽) = VB(𝒽) + RB(𝒽) 

Definition: Description length of a model ℳ is sum of description length of its 

composite graph progenitor ρ and its transformations {τ1, τ2,…, τk}. 

DL(ℳ) = DL(ρ) + � DL(τi)
k

i=1

 

Definition: Description length of a training dataset 𝒟+ given a model ℳ is sum of 

description length of formative histories of training examples derived by the model. 

𝐷𝐿(𝒟+|ℳ) = � 𝐷𝐿(𝒽ℳ(𝓍))
𝓍 ∈ 𝒟+

 

Definition: Description length (or complexity) of the entire system is sum of 

description length of the model and description length of the training dataset. 

DL(ℳ : 𝒟) = DL(ℳ) + DL(𝒟+ | ℳ) 

4.5.4. Normalizing Measurements 

When combining a fitness measure (likelihood probability or family resemblance 

typicality) with a complexity measure (minimum description length), it is noticeable that 

each measure type has a different scale. Even for the probability measure, the overall 

range is [0, 1], but it is easy to realize that probability of a composite graph as a product 

of probability of transformations is most likely close to 0. Other measures, such as family 

resemblance with contrast model or description length has no theoretical bound. 
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As an empirical approach, we run the algorithm on each measure type individually one 

time to record the measurement ranges, then use the ranges to normalize the measures in 

combination. Specifically, denote min(𝓂) and max(𝓂) to be emperical minimal and 

maximal values of a measure 𝓂, we have normalized value of 𝓂 to range [0, 1]: 

norm(𝓂) =
𝓂 − min(𝓂)

max(𝓂) − min(𝓂)
 

4.6. Induction Algorithm 

A naïve, brute-force approach would: (i) generates all frequent subgraphs of the 

training database 𝒟 by an offline algorithm such as FSG [195], (ii) concatenates each pair 

of subgraphs to form a transformations, (iii) groups transformations to form candidate 

models ℳs, (iv) computes score ℱ(ℳ : 𝒟) of each model, and (v) retains the model with 

best score. The first challenge with this approach is intractability of the set of candidate 

models. Specifically, the set of frequent subgraphs might be exponential, leading to the 

set of transformations (a Cartesian product of the set of subgraphs) to be exponential, 

which in turn leads to the set of candidate models (a power set of the set of 

transformations) to be hyper-exponential. The second challenge with this approach is 

parsing. Given a candidate model, we have to find the transformative history that 

generate each training example, so that the scoring function can be evaluated. This 

implies multiple subgraph matchings of transformations onto composites, which is 

equivalent to subgraph isomorphism, a NP-complete problem [196]. 

We approach this problem with an approximate algorithm. First, all training 

composites are aligned to create an alignment graph called a super-composite. After that, 
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different ways to summarize [19] the super-composite are explored. The effect of 

summarizing the super-composite is instantaneous summarization of all training 

examples. From the summarization, we can infer a model and corresponding formative 

histories of all composites, and thus enables evaluation of the scoring function. 

4.6.1. Graph Alignment 

Keeping only the sufficient statistics [197], information on a training dataset relevant 

to a learning algorithm, is a normal practice in statistical machine learning as a way to 

reduce memory consumption. In the syntactic counterpart, constructing a sufficient 

statistics is not only meant for space savings, but also helps speeding up the learning 

algorithm due to the compression of input information. An example is the super-tree of 

Torsello and Hancock [97] that is a union of input tree-patterns. Our method aims at 

reducing complexity of the model induction problem by alignment (superimposition, or 

union) of training examples into a super-composite. This operation can be thought of as a 

preprocessing step that pre-computes the sufficient statistics of the training examples. 

Although out method is developed independently, it can be related as a generalization of 

the union tree [97]. 

In our problem formulation, the graph alignment task is usually referred to as a global 

network alignment [198]. Depending on the choice of similarity function, an optimal 

alignment could be a NP-hard problem [198]. However, having a perfect alignment is not 

our goal. In the asymptotic limit, no matter what quality of the alignment, the learning 

algorithm converges to the same global optimum. The subtlety is we may not have 

enough memory to store all discovered transformations, and we do not want to wait for 
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too long for the learning algorithm to converge. In general, the better alignment quality 

we have, the faster we reach convergence. 

As a starting point, we notice that candidate models have a special element called a 

progenitor. Intuitively, the progenitor is the maximal frequent subgraphs with 100% 

support among training examples. However, mining maximal frequent subgraphs is a 

computationally expensive problem [199], and we want to save computational power to 

the model induction task. As a result, we relax the progenitor detection problem to a 

primitive progenitor detection problem, i.e. a single primitive feature that has 100% 

support among training examples. Finding primitive progenitors only requires linear time 

in number of vertices in the training dataset. 

Having the primitive progenitors, we align graphs around that common vertex in a 

breadth-first style. The algorithm is also linear in number of vertices in the training 

dataset. 

Algorithm 1: Find primitive progenitors 

Input: A collection 𝒟+ of positive feature graphs 

Output: Primitive progenitors  

1: count[𝓋] = 0  ∀ unique primitive feature 𝓋 ∈ 𝒟  

2: For each feature graph ℊ ∈ 𝒟+  

3: visited[𝓋] = false ∀ unique primitive feature 𝓋 ∈ ℊ  

4: For each primitive vertex 𝓋 ∈ ℊ  

5: If not visited[𝓋] 
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6: count[𝓋] = count[𝓋] + 1 

7: visited[𝓋] = true 

8: Return {𝓋 | count[𝓋] == | 𝒟+|} 

End 

In the algorithm that find primitive progenitors, we only concern the positive training 

dataset 𝒟+. The logic is if a negative example does not contains such a progenitor, it can 

be safely disregarded as not belonging to the class that generate the positive dataset. That 

said, our model induction algorithm only discriminates between close enough positive 

and negative examples.  

Having the progenitor, the goal of building the super-composite is vertex-preserving, 

i.e. two vertices are superimposed if and only if they share the same property in the two 

parent composites. We call a vertex of the super-composite a super-vertex, and a vertex 

of a training example a composite vertex. Internally, the super-composite maintains a 

mapping ℳ that tells which composite vertex is aligned with which super-vertex. 

Algorithm 2 provides pseudo code for building a super-composite given a primitive 

progenitor, and figure 13 illustrates a super-composite built from two composites. 

Algorithm 2: Build a super-composite 

Input: A dataset 𝒟 of composite graphs + A primitive progenitor ρ. 

Output: A super-composite 𝕤, containing a map ℳ from each super-vertex to a 

composite vertex. 
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1: ℳ = ∅  

2: 𝕤 ← ρ 

3: For each composite graph 𝒸 ∈ 𝒟  

4: For each location 𝓋0 of ρ in 𝒸  // each location of ρ starts a layer 

5: ℳ[ρ, 𝒸] = 𝓋0 

6: From ρ, scan both 𝕤 and 𝒸 by BFS to find ∀ i, j: 

7: L(𝕤, i) = the set of vertices in 𝕤 with shortest path to ρ is i 

8: L(𝒸, j) = the set of vertices in 𝒸 with shortest path to ρ is j 

9: For k = 1 : depth(𝒸) 

10: For each vertex 𝓋c ∈ L(𝒸, k) 

11: ℯ(𝓋c) = a set of edges incident on 𝓋c that come from L(𝒸, k-1) 

12: For each vertex 𝓋s ∈ L(𝕤, k) 

13: ℯ(𝓋s) = a set of edges incident on 𝓋s that come from L(𝕤, k-1) 

14: If ℯ(𝓋s) ≡ ℯ(𝓋c) 

15: ℳ[𝓋s, 𝒸] = 𝓋c  // align 𝓋c with 𝓋s 

16: Break 

17: If not found any matched ℯ(𝓋s) 

18: 𝓋s = 𝕤 ← 𝓋c  // copy 𝓋c to 𝕤 as a new vertex 

19: Connect 𝓋s to all vertices in ℳ-1[L(𝒸, k-1)] 

20: Return 𝕤  

End 
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Intuitively, the algorithm constructs a super-composite incrementally from each 

example. It matches each composite vertex to the corresponding super-vertices at the 

same BSF depth. If a match is found, it records the alignment by using the vertex 

mapping ℳ. Otherwise, a new super-vertex is created to match with the composite 

vertex.  
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Figure 13: Constructing a super-composite from two component composites. The 

progenitor is represented by a red p vertex. Vertices a, b, and c that match both 

composites are colored in green. Vertices d and n that only match composite graph 1 

are colored in purple. Vertices d, m, and n that only matches composite graph 2 are 

colored in black. Red dotted lines project through vertices that match both 

composites. Black dotted lines project through vertices that only match one 

composite graph. Notice that vertex d in composite graph 1 is adjacent to both a and 

b, so it does not match vertex d in composite graph 2 that is adjacent to only b. As a 

result, the two vertices d in two component composites projects to two different 

vertices d in the super-composite. The same argument applies to vertex n. 
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It is noted that each primitive progenitor yields a super-composite, and we may 

end up with lots of super-composites due to the amount of primitive progenitors. 

This issue arises because we avoid finding the maximal frequent subgraphs. We 

could reasonably hypothesize that the number of maximal frequent subgraphs with 

100% support is rare, and thus the number of progenitors is rare. Secondly, a 

progenitor might contain several primitive progenitors, so their super-composite 

should be equivalent. As a result, primitive progenitors can be partitioned into 

equivalent classes so that each class yields the same super-composite. 

Algorithm 3: Heuristic filtering and grouping of super-composites 

Input: A list of super-composites {𝕤1, 𝕤2,…, 𝕤k}. 

Output: Assignment to equivalent classes {𝓆1, 𝓆2,…, 𝓆m} where m ≪ k. 

1: visited[i] = false ∀ i = 1 : k 

2: For i = 1 : k 

3: If not visited[i] && |𝕤i| < threshold 

4: Form a new equivalent class 𝓆m 

5: 𝓆m ← 𝕤i 

6: For j = i + 1 : k 

7: If not visited[j] && 𝕤j ≡ 𝕤i 

8: 𝓆m ← 𝕤j 

9: visited[j] = true 

End  
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In line 3, |𝕤i| is total number of vertices across all layers, and the threshold is 

empirically set to 50,000. In line 7, 𝕤j ≡ 𝕤i means the two super-composites are 

isomorphic. The rationale behind rejection of super-composites with too many 

vertices is that a noisy primitive progenitor (one that does not belong to any maximal 

frequent subgraph) tends to appear many times in each example, and thus yields a 

super-composites with many layers. 

4.6.2. Simultaneous Graph Summarization 

Given a super-composite, we want to explore different ways to summarize it. Since the 

super-composite keeps a map ℳ that tells which composite vertices is mapped to a 

super-vertex, a summary of the super-composite provides simultaneous summarization of 

its constituting composites. As a metaphor, the super-composite can be thought of as a 

birthday cake, and its constituting composites are layers of the cake. Summarizing the 

super-composite is similar to cutting the cake into pieces, and each piece must go through 

all layers. The left part of figure 14 illustrates the idea that a summary of the super-

composite induces simultaneous summary of its constituting composites. 
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Figure 14: Summarization of a super-composite built from two constituting 

composites. On the left is a summary of the super-composite into three partitions: cyan, 

purple, and pink. This summary induces simultaneous summary of composite graph 1 and 

composite graph 2. On lower right corner is the model induced from the summarization. 

The model contains the progenitor and four transformations τ1, τ2, τ3, and τ4. In a 

transformation, red directed edges points from its tail to its context. On the right of the 

two composites are corresponding formative histories using the induced model. 
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Going back to our hypothesis that composites are generated by applying 

transformations to the progenitor, we notice that a summary gives us both the 

transformations and the transformative history. Given a summary of a composite graph, if 

we perform a Breadth-First Search (BFS) from the progenitor, we will encounter the 

summarized partitions at incremental depth. Denote the partition that contains the 

progenitor is the depth-0 partition, partitions with shortest path is 1 to the depth-0 

partition to be depth-1 partitions, partitions with shortest path is 2 to the depth-0 partition 

to be depth-2 partitions, and so on. If we assign direction to the super-edges that connects 

partitions so that they point towards the progenitor (the progenitor becomes a sink 

vertex), we have a directed acyclic graph that is similar to a transformative history, in 

which each partition is the tail of a transformation. To find the context of transformations, 

we model each transformation as a latent variable that we know some partitions are 

instances of its tails, but its context is still hidden. Notice that the directed acyclic graph 

that connects partitions is similar to a probabilistic graphical model [23] in which each 

transformation is a random variable. According to the conditional independency property 

of the network, a partition is independent of all other partitions given its parents. If a 

partition is at depth k, its parents are all adjacent partitions at depth k - 1. As a result, we 

assign the context of a transformation with a depth-k tail to be all adjacent depth-(k-1) 

partitions. Such assignment strategy is also utilized in learning the structure of 

probabilistic context-free grammars [178, 200]. We call this context assignment strategy 

MinimaxParents. 
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Algorithm 4: Minimax transformations 

Input: A composite graph 𝒸 and its summary into partitions P = {p1, p2,…, pm}. 

Output: A set 𝒯 of unique transformations with MinimaxParents context. 

1: 𝒯 = ∅  

2: From the progenitor ρ, perform a BFS on P and record: 

3: L(i) ⊂ P = the set of partitions with shortest path to ρ is i 

4: For each partition pm ∈ P 

5: k = depth of the partition pm ∈ L(k) 

6: τ = a new transformation 

7: If k == 0 

8: context(τ) = ρ  

9: tail(τ) = L(0) \ {ρ} 

10: Else 

11: tail(τ) = pm 

12: context(τ) = {pj | pj ∈ L(k-1) AND pj is connected to pm} 

13: 𝒯 ← τ  

End  
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To find induced formative histories, we have to first extract all Minimax 

transformations, then replace each partition by its corresponding transformation. 

Algorithm 5: Build formative histories 

Input: A composite graph 𝒸, its summary P, and a set 𝒯 of Minimax transformations 

across 𝒟. 

Output: A transformative history 𝒽 of 𝒸 with respect to P and 𝒯. 

1: From the progenitor ρ, perform a BFS on P and record: 

2: L(i) ⊂ P = the set of partitions with shortest path to ρ is i 

3: For each partition pk ∈ P 

4: v = a pointer to pk such that P(v) = pk 

5: 𝒽 ← add vertex v 

6: For each vertex v ∈ 𝒽  

7: k = depth of partition P(v) ∈ L(k) 

8: For each vertex u ∈ 𝒽 such that P(u) ∈ L(k-1) and P(u) is connected to P(v) 

9: 𝒽 ← add edge (𝑣, 𝑢)�����������⃗  

10: For each vertex v ∈ 𝒽  

11: v =  a pointer to a transformation τ ∈ 𝒯 such that Tail(τ) = P(v) and Context(τ) = 

MinimaxParents(v) 

12: Return 𝒽  

End  
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Figure 14 illustrates a model comprising of Minimax transformations (lower right 

corner) extracted from a summary of the super-composite, and corresponding formative 

histories (right side) of constituting composites. 

4.6.3. Hill Climbing with Random Restart 

Motivated by the search-and-score approach to learn the structure of Bayesian 

networks [23, 201-203], we develop a heuristic Hill Climbing with Random Restart 

algorithm to find the optimal summarization.  

We view the optimization problem as a search problem in a state space. Each state is a 

candidate summary of the super-composite that induces a candidate model and formative 

histories of constituting composites. A score ℱ(ℳ : 𝒟) can be evaluate using a fitness 

and a complexity measure (Section 4.5). Our goal is to find a state with the best score. 

Hill climbing proceeds by computing scores of all neighbors of a state ℋi, and move 

to the neighbor state ℋi+1 with highest score. If there is no neighbor state with higher 

score than the current state, then random restart is triggered to randomly move to one of 

the neighbor states. In our problem settings, a neighbor state is obtained by contraction of 

one edge (or two adjacent vertices) of the current super-composite. Thus, the search 

process terminates when the super-composite has only one vertex left. In the pseudo-code 

for the algorithm, we write ℱ(𝕤) as a short notation for ℱ(ℳ : ℋ) where ℳ is a model 

and ℋ is a set of formative histories induced by current summary of the super-

composite 𝕤. Explicit elaboration of ℱ(𝕤) is provided when necessary to avoid 

ambiguity. 
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Algorithm 6: Hill Climbing with Random Restart 

Input: A super-composite 𝕤. 

Output: A model ℳ* with highest score. 

1: ℱ* = ℱ(𝕤)  // initial best score 

2: 𝕤* = 𝕤 

3: ℱcurrent = ℱ(𝕤) // current score 

4: While number of vertices of 𝕤 > 1 

5: 𝒩 = ∅  // a list of neighbor states 

6: For each edge e ∈ 𝕤  

7: 𝕤' = 𝕤 with e being contracted to a single vertex 

8: Extract a model ℳ' and a set ℋ' of formative histories from 𝕤' 

9: Evaluate ℱ(ℳ' : ℋ') using a fitness and a complexity measure 

10: 𝒩[e] = ℱ(ℳ' : ℋ') 

11: e* = argmaxe(𝒩[e]) 

12: If 𝒩[e*] < ℱcurrent  // need random restart 

13: e* = randomly select one of the edges of 𝕤  

14: Contract e* to a single vertex 

15: ℱcurrent = ℱ(𝕤) 

16: If ℱcurrent ≥ ℱ* 

17: ℱ* = ℱcurrent 

18: 𝕤* = 𝕤 

19: ℳ* = the model induced from 𝕤*  
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20: Return ℳ* 

End  

In line 12, random restart is only triggered when all neighbor states yield strictly 

smaller scores than the current state. As a result, we encourage side way move with equal 

scores to systematically escape plateaux. 

As an implementation detail, graph and subgraph comparison are performed using 

canonical labels. We implement the graph canonical labeling method presented by 

Kuramochi et.al. [195]. Although computing graph canonical labels is an expensive 

operation, it helps avoid doing multiple graph isomorphism as well as subgraph 

isomorphism. Our experiment shows that the graph canonical labeling algorithm scales 

well to real-world datasets. 

4.7. Prediction Problem Formulation 

Although prediction is in general easier than induction, it is nevertheless a nontrivial 

problem. Comparing to sequence predictors that deal with a linear space of subsequences 

(i.e. there are 𝑛(𝑛+1)
2

 subsequences of a length-n sequence), graph predictors deal with a 

more complicated problem due to the exponential space of subgraphs. Furthermore, 

subgraphs have no natural order compared to the natural order of subsequences. 

Our goal is designing a practical predictor for gETS models that has several 

properties: (i) it can find the optimal history in the asymptotic case, and (ii) prediction 

quality can be controlled to fit in a time constraint. 
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Definition: A test composite graph 𝒸 is complete w.r.t. a gETS model ℳ if and only if 

it can be fully reconstructed using the model. 

∃ 𝒽 = (ρ, τ1, τ2,…, τk) such that 𝒸 = ρ ◄ τ1 ◄ τ2 ◄…◄ τk. 

Definition: A partial history of a test composite graph 𝒸 w.r.t. a gETS model ℳ is a 

transformative history 𝒽 that partially cover the composite graph. 

𝒽 = (ρ, τ1, τ2,…, τk) such that ρ ◄ τ1 ◄ τ2 ◄…◄ τk ⊂ 𝒸 

In this work, we develop a predictor that ranks test composites based on scores of 

partial histories. To be practical, the predictor is bounded to a time constraint governed 

by an adjustable parameter. Furthermore, in the asymptotic case, it is guarantee that the 

predictor will produce the best complete histories. 

A natural score for partial histories is the amount of coverage of the test composites. 

However, we use probability and typicality for the fitness score and learnt models have 

probability (or typicality) value associated to transformations, so it is desirable to have 

scores that also incorporate probability (or typicality) of the partial histories. 

Definition: A coverage score of a partial transformative history 𝒽 of a composite 

graph 𝒸 is the fraction of vertices of 𝒸 that 𝒽 is able to cover. 

𝐶𝑜𝑣(𝒽 | 𝒸) =
#(𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝒽 𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠)

#(𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝒸)
 

To devise a score that incorporates both coverage and typicality of a partial history, we 

compute typicality of the partial history, and penalize it linearly based on the amount of  

coverage. The penalty is linear to align with summation of typicality of transformations. 
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Definition: A typicality score of a partial transformative history 𝒽 of a composite 

graph 𝒸 is the computed typicality of 𝒽 penalized by the amount of coverage 𝒽 imposes 

on 𝒸. 

𝐹𝑅(𝒽) = 𝐶𝑜𝑣(𝒽)𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 × � 𝐹𝑅(𝜏𝑖)
𝑘

𝑖=1

 

where: 

• 𝒽 = (ρ,  τ1, τ2,…, τm) and {τ1, τ2,…, τk | k < m} is the set of unique 

transformations in 𝒽. 

• 𝐹𝑅(τ𝑖) = 1
|𝒟+|

𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡(τ𝑖|𝒟+) − 1
|𝒟−|

𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡(τ𝑖|𝒟−)  is the family 

resemblance typicality of transformation τi  w.r.t. the training dataset. 

• 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 = � 1  𝑖𝑓 𝐹𝑅 ≥ 0
−1  𝑖𝑓 𝐹𝑅 < 0

� 

Using the sign switch, the penalty always reduces typicality in both positive and 

negative cases. 

To devise a score that incorporates both coverage and probability of a partial history, 

we compute probability of the partial history, and penalize it exponentially based on the 

amount of  coverage. The penalty is exponential to align with product of probability of 

transformations. Instead of imposing an exponential penalty, we equally impose a linear 

penalty on the logarithm of the probability. 
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Definition: A log-likelihood score of a partial transformative history 𝒽 of a composite 

graph 𝒸 is the computed log-likelihood of 𝒽 penalized by the amount of coverage 𝒽 

imposes on 𝒸. 

𝐿(𝒽) = 𝐶𝑜𝑣(𝒽)−1 × � 𝐿(𝜏𝑖)
𝑚

𝑖=1

 

where: 

• 𝒽 = (ρ, τ1, τ2,…, τm). 

• 𝐿(τ𝑖) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝑝(τ𝑖))  is the log probability of transformation τi. 

The coverage penalty factor is always reciprocal because logarithm of a probability (in 

range [0, 1]) is always a negative number. 

4.8. Prediction Algorithm 

We approach the prediction formulation with Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm. 

SA fits our goal because a time constraint can be enforced by setting the initial 

temperature T0, and in asymptotic case T0 → +∞ the algorithm reverts to a brute force 

search that is guaranteed to find the best complete histories. 

Algorithm 7: Simulated annealing reconstruction 

Input: A composite graph 𝒸 and a model ℳ = (ρ, { τ1, τ2,…, τn}). 

Output: The highest score and complete histories. 

1: T = 100 × #(number of vertices of 𝒸) 
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2: score = −∞  // current score 

3: bestscore = −∞  // best overall score 

4: Q = ∅  // a list of partial histories 

5: S = matchTranformation(ρ, 𝒸, ∅) 

6: Q = Q ⋃ S 

7: While not Q.isEmpty() 

8: cs = take out a randomly selected element of Q  // current state 

9: ap = acceptanceProbability(cs) = � 1  𝑖𝑓 𝑐𝑠. score > 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 
𝑒(𝑐𝑠.score−𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒−1)/𝑇  𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

�   

10: dice = a random number in [0, 1] 

11: If dice ≤ ap  // accept this move 

12: If ap < 1 

13: T = T × 0.95  // exponential cooling 

14: score = cs.score 

15: bestscore = bestscore < score ? score : bestscore 

16: If state is complete 

17: Propagate a history 𝒽 from cs 

18: Output 𝒽 

19: score = −∞  // reset the score to encourage other complete histories 

20: For i = 1 : n 

21: S = matchTranformation(τi, 𝒸, cs) 

22: For each s ∈ S 

23: s.score = Cov(s) or FR(s) or L(s)  // Section 4.7  

24: s.parent = cs 
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25: Q = Q ⋃ S 

26: Else  // the candidate move is rejected 

27: For each state s ∈ Q 

28: If acceptanceProbability(s) < 1 / 10,000 

29: Remove s from Q 

30: Return bestscore 

End  

Line 1 initializes the temperature by empirical experiment. We keep track of the 

current score and best score in the algorithm. The algorithm maintains a list Q of partial 

histories and keeps iterating this list until termination. Lines 5 and 21 invoke the 

matchTransformation(transformation τ, composite graph 𝒸, state s) function that find all 

matching of τ in 𝒸 so that context(τ) matches into the region current state s has covered 𝒸, 

while tail(τ) matches into free region {𝒸 \ s}. We use Boost graph library implementation 

of Cordella's subgraph isomorphism algorithm [204, 205]. To improve matching 

efficiency, we constrain the boundary between context and tail of τ to match with the 

boundary between s and{𝒸 \ s}. Such constraint aligns with the MinimaxParents strategy 

in extracting transformations so that the extracted context is only one hop from the 

corresponding tail. 

Line 9 computes an acceptance probability of the current state. Minus 1 is 

experimentally added to the exponent to prevent the system from wandering in a plateau. 

Such plateau is surprisingly large with typicality measure. Line 13 fixes an exponential 

cooling whenever a bad move is accepted. Line 15 retains the best score so far. Line 16 to 
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18 reconstruct a complete history using the back-propagation chain of parents established 

in line 24. Line 19 resets the current score because score of a complete history is usually 

high, so we lower it to encourage convergence to other complete states. Line 20 to 25 

match all transformations of the provided model to the current state, then assign 

appropriate scores and parent chain.  

Finally, line 27 to 29 remove states that have acceptance probability less than a 

threshold. We experimentally set the threshold to 1 / 10,000. This extra steps is meant to 

encourage faster convergence by eliminating bad states with too low a chance of being 

accepted. The threshold is chosen very small, so that to not affect the convergence of SA 

to the highest score state. 

4.9. The Machine 

As a conclusion to the long method elaboration, we collectively call the graphical 

representation of ETS, the model induction algorithm, and the prediction algorithm a 

machine. Such a combination is capable of doing the job of a machine learning system, 

from training a model to giving prediction to test examples. 
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Figure 15: The gETS Machine as a combination of a representation formalism, an 

induction algorithm, and a prediction algorithm.
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CHAPTER 5   

CLASSIFYING HUMAN ACTIONS IN STILL 
IMAGES USING NORMALIZED VIEW 2D 
POSE GRAPHS 

 

 

 

5.1. Introduction 

Recognizing human actions has been an active area in computer vision and machine 

learning. Methods based on spatio-temporal information (i.e. a video segment, or a 

sequence of images) has been successfully developed [206]. However, as a large body of 

visual information is kept in static images (e.g. Facebook, Flicks…), and from the fact 

that it is relatively easy for human beings to discern actions from a single shot, recent 

interest has turned to recognizing human actions from still images [207]. Despite 

attractive applications in many domains such as security, elderly care, photo tagging, 

satellite image analysis etc, the research remains difficult and there were only 34 

publications in the last decade [207]. Methods in this area utilize a variety of high-level 

features such as body information [208], body parts [209], human-object interaction 

[210], scene information [211], as well as low-level features such as DSIFT [212], HOG 

[213], GIST [214], etc. 
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In this work, we consider action recognition includes two subtasks: (i) detection of 

human figures from still images, and (ii) classifying the action being performed. We 

specifically solve the second task using a novel structured-based method that infer a 

transformation system of graphs encoding normalized 2D views of human poses. The 

inspiration to our approach is the articulated pose representation and action classification 

using 2.5D graphs of Yao et al [215]. However, our method only extracts pose features 

from view-independent 3D skeletons, and does not include any 2D appearance features. 

We use gETS Machine presented in previous chapters to learn model of action classes 

and subsequently classify test examples using learnt models instead of simple prototype-

based graph matching [215]. 

5.2. Data Collection 

In this work, we use PASCAL VOC 2011's action classification dataset. First, Maji 's 

2D keypoint annotation of the VOC's human action dataset on Amazon Mechanical Turk 

[216, 217] are extracted, then Ramakrishna's method [218] to reconstruct 3D skeletons 

from 2D keypoints is invoked. In this experiment, we only keep complete skeletons that 

have all of following keypoints: head, left/right shoulders, left/right elbows, left/right 

wrists, left/write hips, left/right knees, and left/right ankles. After that, we filter out action 

classes that have too few complete annotations so that the learnt models could be 

statistical significant. The result is four action classes: walking, running, jumping, and 

riding bike. Table 5 summarizes number of complete-skeleton examples of the four 

action classes according to VOC's train and validation splitting. 
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Table 5: Data distribution of four action classes according to VOC's splitting. 

 Walking Running Jumping Riding Bike 

Train 56 69 65 43 

Validation 54 60 62 37 

 

Figure 15 gives illustration of human figures from four action classes, together with 

2D skeletal annotation. Notice that it is easy for human beings to discern between 

difference action classes using both static pose and appearance. 
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Figure 16: Samples from four action classes together with 2D skeletal annotation. 

From top to bottom, row 1 illustrates Walking class, row 2 illustrates Running class, row 

3 illustrates Jumping class, and row 4 illustrates Riding Bike class. From left to right, the 

first 2 images belong to VOC's training set, and the last 2 images belong to VOC's 

validation set.  
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To infer 3D skeletons from 2D joint annotation, we notice that 2D annotation for 

pelvis and neck is missing. We interpolate those points by first computing the geometric 

midpoints between the shoulders and the hips, then move the shoulder midpoint away 

from the hip midpoint and also the hip midpoint towards the shoulder midpoint by 5% of 

the original length between the shoulder midpoint and the hip midpoint. Algorithm 8 

provides a concise pseudo code for the procedure. 

Algorithm 8: Interpolate Neck and Pelvis 

Input: left shoulder (L_Shoulder), right shoulder (R_Shoulder), left hip (L_Hip), right hip 

(R_Hip) 

1: shoulder_midpoint = (L_Shoulder + R_Shoulder) / 2; 

2: hip_midpoint = (L_Hip + R_Hip) / 2; 

3: Neck = shoulder_midpoint + (shoulder_midpoint  - hip_midpoint) / 20; 

4: Pelvis = hip_midpoint + (shoulder_midpoint - hip_midpoint) / 20; 

End. 

Figure 16 visualizes 3D skeletons of several human figures from four action classes. A 

couple of comments are: (1) It is not so intuitive even for human beings to discern action 

classes based on 3D skeletons alone; (2) The inferred 3D pose contains errors, i.e. they 

are different from the true pose. Among the four action classes, Walking and Running 3D 

skeletons contains relatively small errors, while Jumping and Riding Bike 3D skeletons 

may contain a large amount of errors that deviates the skeletons significantly from the 

true pose. In the example, both 3D skeletons in the third row deviates from the true 

action, and the riding bike skeleton in column 2 of row 4 looks like a walking person. 
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Figure 17: 3D pose inferred from 2D joint annotation. From top to bottom, row 1 

illustrates Walking class, row 2 illustrates Running class, row 3 illustrates Jumping class, 

and row 4 illustrates Riding Bike class. From left to right, column 2 contains 3D 

skeletons of human figures in column 1, and column 4 contains 3D skeletons of human 

figures in column 3. In column 1 and 3, human figures are annotated with 2D skeletons in 

black dashed lines, and the best fit 3D skeletons are projected onto the 2D plane in 

colored solid lines. In column 2 and 4, 3D skeletons are viewed from a vantage point, 

approximately 45o degree on the front-right. 
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5.3. Feature Extraction 

The motivation for this wok is driven by our intuition that a human can look at a 2D 

projection of a performer and correctly identify the associated action. For example, by 

looking at a side projection (or a front projection) of a performer, human beings can 

classify whether the performer is walking, running, jumping, or riding bike easily. 

However, when a 2D projection has noise, as shown in figure 17, it is usually context cue 

that help separate between action classes. For example, in Figure 16, a riding bike person 

with noisy 3D pose might be mistaken with a walking or a running person; but, if a bike 

detector signals the presence of a bike in the scene, then it is relatively easy to classify the 

action as riding bike. 

In this work, we do not utilize any object detector, and thus do not use context cue in 

classifying actions. Furthermore, the primitive feature extraction process introduces noise 

to 3D pose as an inevitable addition since reconstructing 3D pose from 2D skeletons is a 

difficult task [218]. Nevertheless, noisy input raises the bar to our method to cope with 

real data, as contrast to clean databases [219]. 

We extract features as angles at the joints of normalized 2D projections of noisy 3D 

poses. We use two normalized projections: one is the front view projection (viewing 

towards the face), and second is the right-side view projection (viewing towards the right 

shoulder). For each 2D projection figure, angles at joints are measured, rounded, and 

discretized into a chain of primitive angles. In this work, a 10o degree angle is used as the 

primitive angle. Furthermore, each angle is associated with an additional orientation 

feature that identifies whether the corresponding body part is in the front or back with 
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respect to the spine projection in the right-side view, or to the left or right with respect to 

the spine projection in the front view. Following joints (together with their associated 

body parts) help extract angle features: left/right shoulders (left/right upper arms), 

left/right elbows (left/right lower arms), middle hip (pelvis), left/right hips (left/right 

upper legs), and left/right knees (left/right lower legs). Algorithm 9 demonstrates the 

feature extraction process, Figure 17 illustrates normalized projections, and Figure 18 

illustrates the extraction of angle features. 

Algorithm 9: Extract normalized 2D features 

Input: 3D joint coordinates J3D  

Output: A map M from each joint to a pair (orientation, angle) 

1: Pfront = Fit a plane through 4 points (neck, pelvis, left shoulder, right shoulder) 

2: Jfront = J3D projected on Pfront  

3: For each 2D joint-segment pair (jfront, s2D) ∈ Jfront  

4: 𝒶 = angle between s2D and the spine2D ∈ Jfront 

5: ℴ = [right/left] orientation of s2D w.r.t. spine2D 

6: M[jfront] = (𝒶, ℴ) 

7: Pside = The plane going through the spine3D and perpendicular to Pfront  

8: Jside = J3D projected on Pside  

9: For each 2D joint-segment pair (s2D, jside) ∈ Jside  

10: 𝒶 = angle between s2D and the spine2D ∈ Jside 

11: ℴ = [front/back] orientation of s2D w.r.t. spine2D 

12: M[jside] = (𝒶, ℴ) 

End. 
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Figure 18: Normalized-view projection of 3D poses to: (i) a front view plane, and (ii) 

a right-side view plane. From left to right: column 1 contains a walking person, column 2 

contains a running person, column 3 contains a jumping person, and column 4 contains a 

riding-bike person. From top to bottom: row 1 contains the original images, row 2 

contains 3D projection on the front-view plane at a vantage view point, row 3 contains 

2D projection on the front-view plane, row 4 contains 3D projection on the right-side-

view plane at a vantage view point, and row 5 contains 2D projection on the right-side-

view plane. 3D skeletons are drawn in blue, while 2D skeletons are drawn in red. Joints 

on the right side of the body (i.e. right shoulder, right elbow, right wrist, right hip, right 

knee, and right ankle) are shaped by squares, while other joints are shaped by circles. 
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Figure 19: Extracting angle features from normalized 2D projections. On the left is 

the original human figure. The middle top skeleton is 2D projection on the front-view 

plane, and the middle bottom skeleton is 2D projection on the right-side-view plane. 

Angle features at left shoulder and right knee are measured and extracted in this example. 

On the front-view plane, the left shoulder is at 43o degree to the left of the projected spine 

that transforms into a chain of 4 × 10o degree vertices, and the right knee is at 6o degree 

to the right of the projected spine that transforms into 1 × 10o degree vertex. On the right-

side-view plane, the left shoulder is at 32o degree to the front of the projected spine that 

transforms into a chain of 3 × 10o degree vertices, and the right knee is at 7o degree to the 

front of the projected spine that transforms into 1 × 10o degree vertex. On the right hand 

side is a partial composite graph with feature angles at left shoulder and right knee. In the 

composite structure, triangles represent subgraphs not expanded in this example. Note 

that in the original human figure, the left shoulder swings to the back, as opposes to the 

front as in the inferred skeleton. This type of systematic noise is common in real datasets. 
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After having angle features, we convert each example into a composite graph by 

creating a vertex for each joint and discretizing each angle into a chain of 10o degree 

vertices. Algorithm 10 demonstrates the composite graph construction process. Figure 19 

gives an example of a partial composite graph construction process, and Figure 20 

provides an example of a complete composite graph. 

Algorithm 10: Construct composites 

Input: Map M from each joint to a pair (orientation, angle) 

Output: A composite graph 𝒸 as a feature graph 

1: 𝒸 ← new vertex("spine") 

2: For each joint j ∈ M 

3: 𝒸 ← new vertex(j.name) 

4: If (j == left/right shoulder) || (j == pelvis) 

5: 𝒸 ← add edge (j, "spine") 

6: ElseIf (j == left/right elbow) 

7: 𝒸 ← add edge (j, "left/right shoulder") 

8: ElseIf (j == left/right hip) 

9: 𝒸 ← add edge (j, "pelvis") 

10: ElseIf (j == left/right knee) 

11: 𝒸 ← add edge (j, "left/right hip") 

12: EndIf 

13: jorient = 𝒸 ← new vertex(M[j].orientation) 

14: 𝒸 ← add edge (j, jorient) 
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15: n = round(M[j].angle / 10) 

16: For i = 1 : n 

17: jangle = 𝒸 ← new vertex("10") 

18: 𝒸 ← add edge (jangle, jorient) 

19: jorient = jangle  

End. 
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Figure 20: A complete composite graph representation of the walking person example 

in Figure 18. "r_" and "l_" in vertex labels denote right and left respectively. There is a 

skeletal structure in the composite graph that connect: spine → (left/right shoulders, 

pelvis), left/right shoulders → left/right elbows, pelvis → left/right hips, and left/rig ht 

hips → left/right knees. Each joint has two orientations: left/right (front view) and 

front/back (side view). Each orientation primitive feature is connected to a chain of 10o 

degree angles that encodes the magnitude of the orientation. 
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5.4. Datasets Distribution 

We follow PASCAL VOC's action classification task [220] dataset splitting. 

Specifically, training examples are used for training, and validation examples are used for 

testing. In training, examples from other classes are used as negative examples, and the 

same strategy is followed in testing. For example: 

• In training a model for the Walking class, training data from VOC Walking 

class are used as positive examples, and training data from VOC Running + 

Jumping + Riding Bike classes are used as negative examples.  

• In testing a learnt model of the Walking class, validation data from VOC 

Walking class are used as positive examples, and validation data from VOC 

Running + Jumping + RidingBike classes are used as negative examples. 

Other classes (i.e. Running, Jumping, and Riding Bike) follow the same data splitting 

strategy. Table 6 summarizes training and testing data for four action classes. 

Table 6: Training and testing datasets distribution of four action classes. 

 Walking Running Jumping Riding Bike 

Train Positives 56 69 65 43 

Train Negatives 177 164 168 190 

Test Positives 54 60 62 37 

Test Negatives 159 153 151 176 

 

According to this strategy that reuses data from other classes as negative examples, we 

note that it effectively makes all classes having the same training and testing data, only 
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positive/negative labeling is swapped. As a consequence, all classes have the same super-

composite graph when the same primitive progenitor is used. The trimmed VOC 2011 

action dataset produces 14 primitive progenitors: 10, front, left/right elbow, left/right hip, 

left/right knee, left/right shoulder, left, pelvis, right, and spine. We empirically filter out 

progenitors that result in total number of vertices across all layers greater than 50,000. 

Those are noisy progenitors as a result of noisy input. This heuristic step removes 

progenitor "10" (total size 1,558,942), progenitor "front" (total size 148,605), progenitor 

"left" (total size 76,958), and progenitor "right" (total size 79,995). All other progenitors 

yield identical super-composites with total size 21,306, and thus learning with any of 

them should give the same result. Progenitor "left elbow" is the first one in the 

alphabetically sorted list and is selected as the representative progenitor to perform 

induction. Figure 20 illustrates a super-composite with "left elbow" as the progenitor. 
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Figure 21: A super-composite of Walking class with left elbow as the progenitor. This 

super-composite has 511 vertices, 510 edges, and 233 layers. In each vertex, the first line 

displays primitive label, and the second line displays number of layers this primitive 

feature projects through. This super-composite is equivalent to other super-composites 

with other progenitors of the Walking class. Moreover, this super-composite is also 

equivalent to super-composites of other classes: Running, Jumping, and Riding Bike due 

to distribution of training datasets that reuses examples of other classes as negative 

training examples. 

5.5. Performance 

We compare our system's performance with performance of other systems on Pascal 

VOC 2011's action classification task. We emphasize that the comparison is relative, 

since our system trains on about 1/3 of training set, and test on about 1/3 of validation set, 

while other systems train on the entire training set plus validation set, and test on the 

entire test set. Furthermore, our system use semi-annotated data (the 2D joints are 

annotated) for training and testing, while other systems use VOC's 2D bounding box 

annotation. Nevertheless, this comparison gives a relative benchmark on how our system 

performs. 

We run all training and testing phases on a single-core CPU clocking at 3GHz. Given 

the same dataset is recycled for training different classes, training time is heavily affected 

by the choice of measurements comprising the objective function. On average, training a 

model with complexity measure takes 2 to 4 hours, a model with typicality measure takes 

9 to 11 hours, and a model with probability measure takes 8 to 10 hours. Combining 
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complexity with the other fitness measures cuts down training time to 2 to 6 hours. On 

the other hand, test time depends on quality of the learnt model and complexity of the test 

composite graph. Reconstruction time for a test example averages over less than 2 

seconds at the low end, and 5 to 30 minutes at the high end. Our experiment shows that 

models with too many big graph transformations, or too many small graph 

transformations tends to take longer time to reconstruct a test composite graph. 

Explanation for the earlier case is complexity of graph matching, while reason for the 

latter case is exponential space of transformation combination. 

Table 7 and Table 8 contains performance comparison between our methods and 

others. While Table 7 uses average precision, a modern performance measure based on 

precision at intervals enhanced with interpolation [220], Table 8 uses the traditional 

prevision and F-measure. Formulas of these performance measures are provided in 

Appendix B. 

In the average precision test (Table 7), the best results of our system out-perform the 

state-of-the-art method on Jumping class, and close to the 2.5D graph method on 

Walking class. Our system falls behind in Running and Riding Bike classes. Between 

different types of measures, typicality usually outperforms probability measure, and 

probability outperforms complexity measure. Contrary to our expectation, regularization 

has not shown its effect yet. It might be due to the correlation between complexity with 

the two fitness measures. 

In the complete history test (Table 8), our system gives high precision and F-measure 

on Walking class, and insignificant results on other classes. 
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Table 7: Average precision of state-of-the-art (SOTA) methods on Pascal VOC 2011 

challenge [221], Yao's 2.5D graph matching method [215], and our system on probability 

(Prob.) measure, typicality (Typ.) measure, complexity (Clx.) measure, and combination 

measure. Only the best results are listed. 

 SOTA 2.5D 

Pose 

2.5D 

App. 

2.5D 

Full 

Prob. Typ. Clx. Prob. 

− Clx. 

Typ. 

− Clx. 

Walking 65.9 52.8 59.7 62.1 49.9 51.6 39.6 48.6 51.1 

Running 87.9 79.4 83.0 86.8 41.9 41.7 41.1 41.9 41.9 

Jumping 71.6 64.6 68.9 72.4 60.2 77.5 30.0 60.0 77.5 

Riding Bike 90.0 81.4 86.6 89.0 29.4 31.4 19.3 29.6 34.1 

 

Table 8: Precision and F-measure of complete history test. Precision = N/A when TP 

= FP = 0. F-measure = N/A when precision = N/A or precision = recall = 0. 

 Precision F-measure 

Prob. Typ. Clx. Prob. − 

Clx. 

Typ. − 

Clx. 

Prob. Typ. Clx. Prob. − 

Clx. 

Typ. − 

Clx. 

Walking 66.7 66.7 N/A 63.6 69.6 0.89 0.89 N/A 0.83 0.89 

Running 29.2 31.6 N/A 31.8 31.6 0.35 0.3 N/A 0.35 0.3 

Jumping N/A 0 N/A N/A 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Riding 

Bike 

4.2 4.7 N/A 4.5 4.7 0.08 0.08 N/A 0.08 0.08 
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CONCLUSION 
 

 

 

In this work, we have presented a structured induction algorithm that is able to learn 

and feature graphs and an accompanying prediction algorithm that ranks test input in  

restricted time complexity. We demonstrated that the system produces on par 

performance with both graph-based and state-of-the-art methods on a difficult task, a real 

dataset, and with noisy input. We test the formulation on a variety of measures, including 

family resemblance typicality, likelihood probability, and minimum description length. 

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive system dealing with graph-

based pattern recognition. The system is comprised of three elements: a graphical 

encoder, a class induction algorithm, and a rank-based predictor. The system has a wide 

range of application but its specialty is best utilized in areas where statistical learning is 

required on graphical data, such as: social networks, biological networks, traffic 

networks, image segmentation, image understanding, structured information retrieval, 

textual analysis, etc. 

The horizon is wide open for future research with gETSM. Regarding the machine, 

investigation on how different ways to build the super-composites affect induction and 

prediction outcomes is significantly important. A dynamic programming style predictor 

would help increase prediction quality substantially. Optimization techniques that 

guarantee global convergence are also of interest, and closed-form optimal solutions are 
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ideal. Regarding the application, one possibility is incorporating an object detector for  

contextual features. Another smart encoding of feature graphs that reduces representation 

complexity would also reduce time complexity.  
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Appendix A  

Induction Performance 
 

 

 

This section provides response of objective functions as well as statistics of induced 

models. All models are trained with a single-threaded program, on a single CPU at 3GHz 

and 4GB of RAM memory. 
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A.1. Measurement Ranges 

Based on empirical training on individual measure, we collect empirical ranges of 

measurements as follow: 

Measure Action class Min Max 

System Description 

length (bits) 

Walking 668.946 3,477.430 

Running 789.98 5,934.93 

Jumping 1,333.36 10,040 

Riding bike 567.651 4,930.42 

Model Description 

length (bits) 

Walking 800 784,908 

Running 800 1,109,580 

Jumping 800 1,239,000 

Riding bike 800 1,097,460 

Family resemblance 

typicality w/ Contrast 

model 

Walking -48.1476 1.31949 

Running -47.8441 0.729305 

Jumping -47.4041 0.505132 

Riding bike -48.348 0.699714 

Family resemblance 

typicality w/ Ratio 

model 

Walking 0.000003 0.919603 

Running 0.000224 0.945360 

Jumping 0 0.864135 

Riding bike 0.000002 0.942852 

Likelihood probability 

Walking 0 0.016385 

Running 0 0.004467 

Jumping -0.019825 0.000214 
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Riding bike 0 0.007066 
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A.2. Family Resemblance 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Contrast, λ = 0 

Walking Running  

  

Jumping  Riding bike 
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α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Ratio, λ = 0 

Walking Running  

  

Jumping  Riding bike 
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α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Contrast, λ = 1 

Walking 

  

Running 
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Jumping  

  

Riding bike 
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α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Ratio, λ = 1 

Walking 

  

Running 
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Jumping  

  

Riding bike 
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A.3. Description Length 

λ = 1, others = 0 

Walking Running  

  

Jumping  Riding bike 
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A.4. Likelihood 

α = 1, λ = 0 

Walking Running  

 
 

Jumping  Riding bike 

  

 

α = 1, λ = 1 
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Walking 

  

Running 
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Jumping  

  

Riding bike 
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Appendix B  

Prediction Performance 
 

 

 

This section provides test results on the VOC 2011 action classification dataset. All 

test examples are reconstructed on a single-core CPU at 3GHz. 

We report two types of results: rigid results, and soft results. Rigid results is graded for 

complete test examples only, which means a test example has to be fully reconstructed by 

a model to be counted in the system's performance. On the other hand, soft results output 

a non-negative number (i.e. in the range [0, +∞))  for each test example. The larger the 

number, the more likely the test example is classified as a positive one. 

Rigid results are measured using recall, precision, specificity, and accuracy scores: 

𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
 

𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝑇𝑁

𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁
 

𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑁
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Where: 

• TP (true positive) is number of positive examples classified as positive. 

• FN (false negative) is number of positive examples classified as negative. 

• TN (true negative) is number of negative examples classified as negative. 

• FP (false positive) is number of negative examples classified as positive. 

Soft results are measured by average precision (AP) using the method provided by 

VOC 2011 action classification task [220]. Denote r is recall and p(r) is the 

corresponding precision at a position in the ranked output list. 

𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝐴𝑃) = � 𝑝(𝑟) × 𝑑𝑟
1

0
≈

1
𝑛 + 1

� 𝑝(𝑟)
𝑟 ∈ {0,1𝑛,2𝑛,…,1}
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B.1. Walking 

Likelihood 

 Parameters 

Average 

Precision 

TP FN TN FP Accuracy Specificity Recall Precision 

α = 1, λ = 0; test = Coverage 0.499639 

16 38 151 8 0.784038 0.949686 0.296296 0.666667 

α = 1, λ = 0; test = Probability × Coverage 0.441902 

16 38 151 8 0.784038 0.949686 0.296296 0.666667 

 

Likelihood − Description length 

 Parameters 

Average 

Precision 

TP FN TN FP Accuracy Specificity Recall Precision 

α = 1, λ = 1; test = Coverage 0.486036 

14 40 151 8 0.774648 0.949686 0.259259 0.636364 

α = 1, λ = 1; test = Probability × Coverage 0.416029 

14 40 151 8 0.774648 0.949686 0.259259 0.636364 
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Family resemblance 

 Parameters 

Average 

Precision 

TP FN TN FP Accuracy Recall Specificity Precision 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Contrast, λ = 0; test = Coverage 0.502845 

12 42 152 7 0.769953 0.222222 0.955975 0.631579 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Contrast, λ = 0; test = Typicality × Coverage 0.418729 

12 42 152 7 0.769953 0.222222 0.955975 0.631579 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Ratio, λ = 0; test = Coverage 0.515816 

14 40 152 7 0.779343 0.259259 0.955975 0.666667 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Ratio, λ = 0; test = Typicality × Coverage 0.432200 

14 40 152 7 0.779343 0.259259 0.955975 0.666667 

 

Family resemblance − Description length 

 Parameters 

Average 

Precision 

TP FN TN FP Accuracy Recall Specificity Precision 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Contrast, λ = 0.4; test = Coverage 0.502845 

15 39 152 7 0.784038 0.277778 0.955975 0.681818 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Contrast, λ = 1; test = Typicality × Coverage 0.418729 

15 39 152 7 0.784038 0.277778 0.955975 0.681818 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Ratio, λ = 0.1; test = Coverage 0.511123 

16 38 152 7 0.788732 0.296296 0.955975 0.695652 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Ratio, λ = 0.1; test = Typicality × Coverage 0.432200 

16 38 152 7 0.788732 0.296296 0.955975 0.695652 
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Description length 

 Parameters 

Average 

Precision 

TP FN TN FP Accuracy Recall Specificity Precision 

λ = 0, others = 0; test = Coverage 0.395623 

0 54 159 0 0.746479 0 1 N/A 
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B.2. Running 

Likelihood 

 Parameters 

Average 

Precision 

TP FN TN FP Accuracy Specificity Recall Precision 

α = 1, λ = 0; test = Coverage 0.419105 

7 53 136 17 0.671362 0.888889 0.116667 0.291667 

α = 1, λ = 0; test = Probability × Coverage 0.380263 

7 53 136 17 0.671362 0.888889 0.116667 0.291667 

 

Likelihood − Description length 

 Parameters 

Average 

Precision 

TP FN TN FP Accuracy Specificity Recall Precision 

α = 1, λ = 1; test = Coverage 0.419105 

7 53 138 15 0.680751 0.901961 0.116667 0.318182 

α = 1, λ = 1; test = Probability × Coverage 0.380263 

7 53 138 15 0.680751 0.901961 0.116667 0.318182 
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Family resemblance 

Parameters 

Average 

Precision 

TP FN TN FP Accuracy Recall Specificity Precision 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Contrast, λ = 0; test = Coverage 0.417721 

6 54 140 13 0.685446 0.1 0.915033 0.315789 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Contrast, λ = 0; test = Typicality × Coverage 0.389847 

6 54 140 13 0.685446 0.1 0.915033 0.315789 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Ratio, λ = 0; test = Coverage 0.412685 

6 54 140 13 0.685446 0.1 0.915033 0.315789 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Ratio, λ = 0; test = Typicality × Coverage 0.389348 

6 54 140 13 0.685446 0.1 0.915033 0.315789 
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Family resemblance − Description length 

 Parameters 

Average 

Precision 

TP FN TN FP Accuracy Recall Specificity Precision 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Contrast, λ = 0; test = Coverage 0.419861 

6 54 140 13 0.685446 0.915033 0.1 0.315789 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Contrast, λ = 0; test = Typicality × Coverage 0.391967 

6 54 140 13 0.685446 0.915033 0.1 0.315789 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Ratio, λ = 0; test = Coverage 0.419861 

6 54 140 13 0.685446 0.915033 0.1 0.315789 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Ratio, λ = 0; test = Typicality × Coverage 0.391967 

6 54 140 13 0.685446 0.915033 0.1 0.315789 

 

Description length 

 Parameters 

Average 

Precision 

TP FN TN FP Accuracy Recall Specificity Precision 

λ = 0, others = 0; test = Coverage 0.410717 

0 60 153 0 0.71831 0 1 N/A 
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B.3. Jumping 

Likelihood 

 Parameters 

Average 

Precision 

TP FN TN FP Accuracy Specificity Recall Precision 

α = 1, λ = 0; test = Coverage 0.298077 

0 62 151 0 0.70892 1 0 N/A 

α = 1, λ = 0; test = Probability × Coverage 0.601942 

0 62 151 0 0.70892 1 0 N/A 

 

Likelihood − Description length 

 Parameters 

Average 

Precision 

TP FN TN FP Accuracy Specificity Recall Precision 

α = 1, λ = 1; test = Coverage 0.299517 

0 62 151 0 0.70892 1 0 N/A 

α = 1, λ = 1; test = Probability × Coverage 1 

0 62 151 0 0.70892 1 0 N/A 
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Family resemblance 

Parameters 

Average 

Precision 

TP FN TN FP Accuracy Recall Specificity Precision 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Contrast, λ = 0; test = Coverage 0.299517 

0 62 133 18 0.624413 0 0.880795 0 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Contrast, λ = 0; test = Typicality × Coverage 0.775000 

0 62 133 18 0.624413 0 0.880795 0 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Ratio, λ = 0; test = Coverage 0.299517 

0 62 133 18 0.624413 0 0.880795 0 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Ratio, λ = 0; test = Typicality × Coverage 0.775000 

0 62 133 18 0.624413 0 0.880795 0 
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Family resemblance − Description length 

 Parameters 

Average 

Precision 

TP FN TN FP Accuracy Recall Specificity Precision 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Contrast, λ = 0; test = Coverage 0.299517 

0 62 133 18 0.624413 0.880795 0 0 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Contrast, λ = 0; test = Typicality × Coverage 0.775000 

0 62 133 18 0.624413 0.880795 0 0 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Ratio, λ = 0; test = Coverage 0.299517 

0 62 133 18 0.624413 0.880795 0 0 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Ratio, λ = 0; test = Typicality × Coverage 0.775000 

0 62 133 18 0.624413 0.880795 0 0 

 

Description length 

 Parameters 

Average 

Precision 

TP FN TN FP Accuracy Recall Specificity Precision 

λ = 0, others = 0; test = Coverage 0.299517 

0 62 151 0 0.70892 0 1 N/A 
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B.4. Riding Bike 

Likelihood 

 Parameters 

Average 

Precision 

TP FN TN FP Accuracy Specificity Recall Precision 

α = 1, λ = 0; test = Coverage 0.209463 

1 36 153 23 0.723005 0.869318 0.027027 0.041667 

α = 1, λ = 0; test = Probability × Coverage 0.293694 

1 36 153 23 0.723005 0.869318 0.027027 0.041667 

 

Likelihood − Description length 

 Parameters 

Average 

Precision 

TP FN TN FP Accuracy Specificity Recall Precision 

α = 1, λ = 1; test = Coverage 0.205400 

1 36 155 21 0.732394 0.880682 0.027027 0.045455 

α = 1, λ = 1; test = Probability × Coverage 0.295684 

1 36 155 21 0.732394 0.880682 0.027027 0.045455 
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Family resemblance 

Parameters 

Average 

Precision 

TP FN TN FP Accuracy Recall Specificity Precision 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Contrast, λ = 0; test = Coverage 0.216459 

1 36 156 20 0.737089 0.027027 0.886364 0.047619 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Contrast, λ = 0; test = Typicality × Coverage 0.313912 

1 36 156 20 0.737089 0.027027 0.886364 0.047619 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Ratio, λ = 0; test = Coverage 0.230589 

1 36 156 20 0.737089 0.027027 0.886364 0.047619 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Ratio, λ = 0; test = Typicality × Coverage 0.296978 

1 36 156 20 0.737089 0.027027 0.886364 0.047619 
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Family resemblance − Description length 

 Parameters 

Average 

Precision 

TP FN TN FP Accuracy Recall Specificity Precision 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Contrast, λ = 0; test = Coverage 0.216459 

1 36 156 20 0.737089 0.886364 0.027027 0.047619 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Contrast, λ = 0; test = Typicality × Coverage 0.322109 

1 36 156 20 0.737089 0.886364 0.027027 0.047619 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Ratio, λ = 0; test = Coverage 0.216459 

1 36 156 20 0.737089 0.886364 0.027027 0.047619 

α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, model = Ratio, λ = 0; test = Typicality × Coverage 0.340939 

1 36 156 20 0.737089 0.886364 0.027027 0.047619 

 

Description length 

 Parameters 

Average 

Precision 

TP FN TN FP Accuracy Recall Specificity Precision 

λ = 0, others = 0; test = Coverage 0.193368 

0 37 176 0 0.826291 0 1 N/A 
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